Chapter 5

CREATING A CDU/CSU
PUBLIC RELATIONS MACHINE:
THE 1953 BUNDESTAG ELECTION


A number of historians of the Federal Republic’s party system have identified the

1953 Bundestag election as a “ critical election” in the dev elopment of the West
German political system. This is undoubtedly valid from the perspective of how
the major par ties fared at the polls. These historians note that the F ederal Republic’s party system was fully established b y the 1953 election with the major
parties of the CDU/CSU, SPD, and FDP coming to the for e. When West Germans went to the polls on 6 September, these three parties collected 83.5 percent
of the vote compared to 72.1 percent just four years earlier. The CDU/CSU and
the SPD alone captur ed 74 per cent of the v ote compared to 60.2 in 1949 (the
CDU/CSU was up to 45.2 per cent fr om 31 per cent, and the SPD declined
slightly to 28.8 per cent fr om 29.2 per cent). I n addition, a total of six par ties
gained seats in the 1953 B undestag compared to eleven in 1949 as many of the
small bourgeois par ties had declined in str ength. From the perspectiv e of the
number of viable par ties, the 1949 election was, like Weimar elections, characterized by numerous splinter parties, while the 1953 election usher ed in a party
system (developed further in the 1960s) in which the larger parties of the CDU/
CSU and SPD struggled against each other and the FDP acted as a crucial linchpin in the formation of coalition governments.1
The 1953 Bundestag campaign also represented an important transition in the
West German political culture. In many of the technical aspects and its tone, the
campaign were similar to the 1949 campaign, but it clearly sho wed the beginnings of an evolution of politics based increasingly upon image, mood, and parNotes for this section begin on page 199.
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ticular issues instead of clearly articulated ideological positions. In regard to both
technical aspects, including the use of new opinion polling and advertising techniques, and substantiv e aspects, such as an incr eased emphasis on the par ty’s
image, the 1953 campaign was an impor tant step in the Americanization of the
West German political culture—a process that would intensify in the 1957 campaign. By 1953 much of the old ideological strife focused on differences between
rigid party programs meant to appeal to the parties’ bases, which had prevailed in
the 1949 election and Weimar elections, was beginning to fade. To be sure, the
tone of the election still echoed Weimar elections, par ticularly with par tisan
defamation of the opposition, not least by Adenauer himself. But Bundestag elections were now becoming mor e like r eferenda on the personalities r unning for
chancellor.2 As the party that was truly driving this transformation for ward, the
CDU/CSU had begun to develop a party image based in large part on Chancellor Konrad Adenauer. In conjunction with the focus on par ty personalities, the
1953 campaign r eflected an emerging transformation in the tools of political
communication. Spurred on by a resurgent SPD, the CDU/CSU developed new
methods for understanding and connecting with the electorate.The media of the
Weimar and 1949 elections—the speech, the leaflet, and the poster—were being
supplemented and updated by the infusion of new public opinion polling and advertising techniques. The application of these ne w techniques usher ed in what
could be called the “ consumerization” of West G ermany’s political cultur e. I n
hopes of r eaching a br oader constituency, the CDU/CSU’s campaigns incr easingly sold its image by carefully tracking and catering to the vie ws and opinions
of the electorate, rather than barraging the voters with the party’s ideology itself.
With the threat of an SPD victor y looming, the CDU/CSU dev eloped a whole
network of public relations institutions at its direct disposal, or working on its behalf, to influence public opinion. Ironically, it was the 77-year-old Adenauer who
encouraged his conser vative party to campaign in an inno vative style that borrowed heavily from the United States. At the same time the SPD remained stagnant in its appr oach to electoral campaigning and accor dingly began to lag
behind the CDU/CSU at the ballot box.
The 1953 Bundestag election did not hinge upon the issue of economics, as
had the 1949 campaign with its theme ofMarkt oder Plan. Instead geopolitical issues, such as the threat of communism, Adenauer’s policy of aligning the Federal
Republic with the West, the question of West German rearmament, and German
unification emerged as the main focal points of the campaign. The CDU/CSU
cultivated and capitaliz ed on the public ’s faith in A denauer to or chestrate West
German diplomacy and to establish the nation as a r espected member of the international community. Even in light of Adenauer’s longer-term diplomatic policies, events in East Germany in the summer before the election most substantially
set the tone for campaign. O n 17 J une, only eight w eeks befor e the election,
worker protests demanding greater availability of consumer goods erupted in East
Berlin and spread throughout East Germany to some 270 villages and cities, involving upward of 400,000 pr otesters. By that ev ening Soviet troops had been
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called out to crush the protests. This particular episode illustrated starkly to the
electorate what appeared to be the imminent S oviet threat not only to G erman
unity but to the West German state itself. Further evidence of the Soviet regime’s
brutality was its r efusal to accept foodstuffs as humanitarian aid offer ed to East
Germans by the American and West German governments in late J uly. Within
this context of Cold War tensions, Adenauer’s quest for close cooperation with the
West and especially the United States was continually highlighted throughout the
campaign—starting with Adenauer’s visit to the United States in April 1953 and
culminating in Secretary of State John Foster Dulles’s comment, three days before
the election on 3 S eptember, that the defeat of A denauer’s government would
jeopardize prospects for German unification.
After the election, the CDU/CSU clearly acknowledged that the key factors in
the party’s success were Adenauer’s foreign policy and leadership within the context of the increased public goodwill toward the government resulting from West
Germany’s economic resurgence.3 Given the importance of foreign policy in the
campaign, economic r econstruction pr oved an adaptable political tool. The
CDU/CSU shaped the meaning of the social market economy and the burgeoning economic miracle to demonstrate the party’s achievements within the context
of heightened tensions between the two Germanys. In contrast, the party depicted
the controlled economy in East Germany as a natural outgrowth of Marxist ideology. With this stance, the CDU/CSU por trayed the SPD as a danger to West
German security—both fr om within and fr om without. The CDU/CSU campaign centered increasingly upon its concrete political, diplomatic, and economic
accomplishments, as opposed to any ideological program. Clearly subdued in its
propaganda were the Christian roots of the party—an issue that had played more
prominently in its antimaterialist position in 1949. I nstead of stressing that the
social market economy allowed the creation of an organic, Christian society, the
CDU/CSU began to talk more explicitly about how its economic policy enabled
consumerism to grow in the “Wirtschaftswunderland” of West Germany. With its
new approach to campaigning, the 1953 election reflected the CDU/CSU’s ability to transcend programmatic politics and create an ever developing image of itself that appealed acr oss sociological and economic divisions in West G erman
society. Clearly, in this election the CDU/CSU had acquired the tools to understand and r each the br oadest constituencies, ther eby enabling it to emerge as a
Volkpartei.
After the 1949 election and par ticularly during the K orean War with its accompanying rise in prices, the CDU/CSU found itself lagging behind the SPD in
the opinion polls. From late 1950 through early 1953, the SPD continually held
an advantage over the CDU/CSU of betw een 15 and 3 per centage points, with
an average lead of about 9 points.4 Public opinion polling showed at the time that
the CDU/CSU’s popularity fluctuated in conjunction with the public ’s confidence in the economy—a point not lost on Adenauer.5 The SPD performed well
in the elections on the Land (state) level. In each of the Landtag elections held between the 1949 and 1953 Bundestag elections, the CDU/CSU lost ground in its
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overall percentage of the v ote, with the SPD v ote increasing in all of the states
except Schleswig-Holstein. Clearly, by 1953 the SPD was threatening the CDU/
CSU’s position as the coalition-building party in the government.6
It was within this context of the growing SPD challenge that the CDU/CSUled government erected a network of institutions to influence and shape public
opinion. Outside of governmental organizations, industry reacted quickly to the
drop in confidence in the social market economy and the Adenauer government
by creating its own public relations campaigns—most notably the activities of Die
Waage. The government’s most importance effort to shape public opinion was the
establishment of the Bundespresse- und Informationsamt (Federal Press and Information Agency). The founding of the Federal Press Agency began in October
1949 when H erbert Blankenhorn, Adenauer’s personal advisor and the general
secretary of the CDU in the British Zone, explained to Federal Finance Minister
Fritz Schäffer that such a body was essential to governmental activities.7 Adenauer
commented that the organization would be necessar y “to develop a good r elationship with newspapers and journalists.” 8 The Federal Press Agency was soon
established, although it consisted at first of only one man, H einrich Böx, who
acted as the Bundespressechef (federal press officer). Despite its modest beginnings,
the Federal Press Agency became an impor tant tool for the chancellor because
until 1958 it functioned as par t of the Chanceller y, and therefore acted directly
under the chancellor’s orders and in his interests.9
The Federal Press Agency performed what has been described as“Hörrohr- und
Sprachrohrfunktion” (ear horn and megaphone functions) for the go vernment,
one of its chief tasks being to gather information from leading international newspapers and magazines, along with almost all of the German-speaking media. The
agency made this information av ailable to the chancellor, ministers, state secr etaries, and other high government officials through short reports called “Nachrichtenspiegel” (mirror of news reports). In many ways, in fact, the agency’s “Sprachrohr”
function was a secondar y one, especially during its first y ears. The most important ongoing function was the government’s official information sheet, “Bulletin,”
which was distributed to journalists and pr ovided updates on the go vernment’s
activities.10
Despite its one-man beginnings, the Federal Press Agency grew quickly during
the early 1950s, and its reach lengthened noticeably as the 1953 Bundestag elections approached. In these first years, the Federal Press Agency experienced a quick
succession of leadership as Adenauer searched for what he unfortunately termed
“a democratic Goebbels”—an indication that he had not yet completely comprehended the fundamental transformation of public relations that was currently underway in West Germany.11 It was not until January 1952 that the go vernment
named a permanent head of the Federal Press Agency: Felix von Eckardt, a relatively unknown figure among journalists in Bonn. The organization’s funding grew
quickly through the 1950s. In the fiscal year 1949/50, the agency had a planned
budget of DM 450,000. This expanded to about DM 12.5 million b y the fiscal
year 1956/57.12 During the 1950s the Federal Press Agency also grew quickly in
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size. In October 1951 the Federal Press Agency employed a staff of 22, which by
February 1957 had swelled to 419.13 With the increased funding and manpower,
the Federal Press Agency’s influence grew apace through the 1950s as it conducted
a variety of public relations campaigns on behalf of the chancellor’s government.
One of the challenges of the Federal Press Agency’s “Sprachrohr” functions was
to generate public r elations materials for the go vernment that the public would
deem cr editable. Aware of the public ’s distr ust of official go vernmental announcements after the experiences of the Third Reich, the Federal Press Agency
very seldom issued propaganda directly for the government. Instead, the Federal
Press Agency constr ucted a number of “ camouflaged” organizations so that the
propaganda produced by these organizations, be it br ochures, leaflets, information bulletins, films, or posters, would not be obviously linked to the government.
These organizations, including gr oups producing propaganda on issues such as
European integration, NATO membership, and West German rearmament, comprised a wide variety of agencies at the government’s disposal to manufacture support for its policies. The most important of these organizations in terms of West
German politics was the Arbeitsgemeinschaft demokratischen Kr eise (Working
Group of Democratic Circles, ADK).14
Adenauer’s state secretary in the Chancellery, Otto Lenz, named to the post by
Federal President Theodor Heuss on 29 March 1951, sat at the center of this web
of propaganda activities on the go vernment’s behalf. Born in 1903 in Wetzlar,
Lenz was trained as a lawyer and had been an active member of the Center Party
from the 1920s until its dissolution by the Nazis in 1933. In October 1944 he was
arrested by the Gestapo and sentenced to four y ears in prison because of his association with some Catholic opponents to the Nazi regime. As one of Adenauer’s
closest advisors on domestic politics, Lenz counted among his responsibilities the
major task of expanding the government’s press and propaganda activities, creating what Adenauer described as “ propaganda with popular appeal ” and coordinating the propaganda activities of the Federal Press Agency and the CDU/CSU.
In many respects, he functioned as the public r elations manager of A denauer’s
government. Clearly, Adenauer’s choice of Lenz signaled his wholehearted acceptance of an American-style approach to campaigning and public relations.
Lenz maintained close contacts with Erich Peter Neumann of the Institut für
Demoskopie and was instr umental in promoting the use of public opinion surveys within the government and the CDU/CSU.15 In addition, he played the decisive r ole in the transformation of the go
vernment’s and CDU/CSU’ s
propaganda. As early as August 1952, he was warning A denauer that the party’s
propaganda was deficient and adv ocating a fundamental r econceptualization of
the CDU/CSU’s pr eparations for the 1953 B undestag election. Although the
CDU/CSU should continue to develop a platform (Wahlprogramm) disseminated
through the press, the party should begin to concentrate upon “mass propaganda”
featuring attention-grabbing slogans that stuck with people and proved convincing. To reach the broadest masses, Lenz explained, propaganda must appeal to the
emotions—as statistics fr om psy chology had r ecently documented. As par t of
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such an approach, the CDU/CSU should emphasize its personalities—including
Economics Minister Erhard.16 Throughout 1951 he had already underscored that
the government must not mer ely rely on the pr ess to influence public opinion,
but rather must utilize what he termed “modern methods.”17 Clearly, Lenz’s modeled his public relations on American methods. He clearly expressed his support
of this philosophy in a November 1951 letter to Frau Dr. Heilmann, the head of
the Gesellschaft für Auslandkunde, an organization founded in 1948 whose goal
was to create contacts between West Germans and foreigners with similar interests. That summer H eilmann had visited the U nited States to study American
public relations techniques and had established contacts with public relations experts and scholars. To draw upon Heilmann’s expertise, Lenz requested a detailed
letter from her on how Americans conducted public relations, commenting that
“I would really like to organize something similar in Germany.”18
As par t of Lenz ’s driv e to transform the CDU/CSU’ s electoral practices, a
process clearly revealed in the 1953 campaign, public opinion polling assumed an
increasingly important role. Overall, by the early 1950s, such polling had made
serious inroads into West German politics; in fact, various groups were employing public opinion polling as early as 1948. In that year Ludwig Erhard, as head
of the Economics Administration of the Bizone, had commissioned surveys from
the Institut für Demoskopie to get a sense of the public’s reaction to the currency
reform.19 The FDP, in pr eparation for the 1950 state elections in N orth
Rhine–Westphalia, was the first political par ty to commission polling sur veys.20
Die Waage’s exploitation of public opinion polling on a massive scale to track sociopolitical views and the effectiveness of their advertisements constituted a major
innovation in the implementation of public opinion surveys. In the ensuing years,
the CDU/CSU was the foremost political party in the scope of its use of public
opinion surveys and thereby contributed significantly to the transformation of the
West German political culture. As these methods took hold, parties were less and
less inclined to plumb the opinions of the amorphous masses in an unsystematic
or haphazard manner. Instead, armed with polling statistics, par ties could no w
differentiate specific segments of the electorate and appeal to them with gr eater
precision. Political advertising became less focused upon the par ty itself and its
ideology, and more on the views and predilections of the targeted groups of voters. In many respects, this change was analogous to the way commercial advertising was transformed fr om the 1920s thr ough the 1950s fr om a pr oducer- to a
more consumer-centered perspective.
Modern political polling dev eloped in the 1930s in the U nited States when
such pioneers as G eorge Gallup, Elmo Roper, and Archibald Crossley began to
conduct “scientific” polls tracking pr esidential elections. D uring the late 1930s
and 1940s American political parties, interest groups, and candidates quickly accepted polling and incorporated it into their campaigns. But faith in the pollsters
faltered with the 1948 presidential election, when polls predicted Thomas Dewey
would defeat the incumbent Harry Truman. The problem lay in their use of the
“survey” method, which polled a cr oss section of the larger population, but left
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each individual interviewer to decide whom to poll. As a r esult, those who were
easily accessible were more likely to be interviewed, thereby skewing the sample.
Very quickly polling groups took up the random polling method, which also interviewed a cross section of the population but ensur ed that this group was randomly selected, thereby enhancing its reliability.21
In contrast to the United States, in Germany polling research was practically
unknown prior to the Second World War. Yet before and during the war, the Nazi
regime was inter ested in gathering information on public opinion. O ne of the
regime’s most ambitious effor ts was led b y SS Colonel O tto Ohlendorf and the
internal ideological security arm of the party and state, the Sicherheitsdienst (security service, SD). To evaluate the effectiveness of Nazi propaganda and strengthen
the regime’s hold on power, the SD utilized a network of secret interrogators to
gather information on Germans’ opinions on the Nazi Party and morale in regard
to the war. In the course of these investigations, which clearly were not grounded
in social scientific methods, the interr ogators talked to or dinary G ermans in
trains and other public places in order to sound out German public opinion.22
As part of its democratization effor ts after the war, the American occupation
government established the Opinion Survey Section, which carried out seventy-two
surveys between October 1945 and September 1949 testing German opinions on
the economy, politics, and the recent past. Meanwhile, once the war was o ver, a
number of West German polling institutes were established. In 1945 Karl-Georg
Stackelberg set up the EMNID Institut in Bielefeld (Ermittlungen, Meinungen,
Nachrichten, Information, Dienste; Ascertainment, Opinion, Communication,
Information, Services), followed by Elisabeth Noelle-Neumann and her Institut
für Demoskopie in Allensbach am Bodensee, which began conducting surveys for
the French in 1946 and was incorporated in 1948. The Institut für Demoskopie
served as an important conduit of American polling techniques toWest Germany,
for N oelle-Neumann had studied journalism in the 1930s at the U niversity of
Missouri, wher e she learned about the wor k of early pollsters such as G eorge
Gallup and Elmo Roper.23
West German political leaders took immediate notice of these homegrown institutes. The government along with the CDU/CSU began utilizing polling surveys in early 1951 in order to monitor the pulse of West German public opinion
and learn how to “sell” its policies more effectively. Since the Institut für Demoskopie was not just involved in tracking West German opinion in regard to politics but also conducted consumer research, the Institut quite naturally facilitated
the transfer of commercial advertising practices into the political realm. According to one estimate, out of the 131 Institut-conducted surveys in 1952, 34 dealt
with politics, 32 with market research, and 30 with radio listener research.24 Erich
Peter Neumann, Elisabeth Noelle-Neumann’s husband, director of the Institut für
Demoskopie, and a CDU member of the B undestag between 1961 and 1965,
had indicated to Chancellor Adenauer in September 1949 that the Institut could
“provide political information with the help of modern, r eliable psychological
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unteered to make a presentation explaining the usefulness of public opinion surveys.25 Although Adenauer did not accept the offer, the Chancellery’s reply to Neumann indicated that the chancellor “hoped to hav e the oppor tunity for such a
presentation at a later time.”26
Clearly, Erich Peter Neumann accorded public opinion polling an essential role
in establishing a West German democracy in light of G ermany’s recent past—
especially the failur e of the Weimar Republic and the rise of the N azis. In December 1951 Neumann addressed a convention of West Germany’s leading public opinion polling exper ts. He underscored the impact that polling could hav e
upon the future of the West German democracy. Speculating about what might
have been in the midst of G erman democracy’s darkest hour in the early 1930s,
he asked his audience, “H ad the R eichsgovernment been w ell informed that a
great danger was at the door, would it have been able to stop this dev elopment,
and what could it have done?”27 Neumann emphatically believed that the Reichsgovernment, if armed with the appropriate information, could have stemmed the
Nazi tide and rescued the Weimar democracy. The parallel he drew to the present
situation was doubtlessly clear to the conservative members of the audience, who
in the context of the ColdWar would have regarded the SPD as a potential threat
to the West German democracy. The key, from Neumann’s perspective, was that
the government must acquir e the right information to kno w and dir ect public
opinion.
In 1963 Noelle-Neumann and Gerhard Schmidtchen, a sociologist who had
worked at the Institut für Demoskopie, published an essay entitled “The Significance of Representative Public Opinion Polling in an Open Society”—an essay
that explored the issues of polling in a democracy. Much of their article focused
on defending polling against charges that it cheapened politics by forcing politicians to say and do only what the public demanded—thereby subordinating solid
policy to political expediency. Polling data, they argued, could inform politicians
who needed to do a better job communicating with the public and convincing it
that their policies were the best options. In an era of “psychological democratization, in which the broad social classes long for a sense of worth,” they explained,
bureaucratic statistics, personal reports on the public mood, and the secret service
(Geheimdienst) were no longer sufficient to guide political par ties and go vernments. Their essay echoed the speech of Noelle-Neumann’s husband by evoking
the breakdown of the Weimar Republic. This failure of democracy in G ermany
would not be repeated, they contended, if a determined political leadership continually observed the ongoing political-psychological situation.
The assumption in Schmidtchen’s, Elisabeth Noelle-Neumann’s, and her husband’s views, is that the broad social classes are fundamentally a dangerous force
whose irrationality needs to be understood if they ar e to be contr olled. In this
view, the essential danger in the early 1930s was not the Nazis themselves, but the
fact that the population believ ed in and suppor ted the N azis. In other wor ds,
these experts defended the use of sur veys as a scientific and empirical means of
understanding the fundamental irrationality of the electorate and removing what
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they called the randomness of social speculation in the political decision making
process. As Noelle-Neumann and Schmidtchen put it: “In a nation in which continuous political surveys are done, there will be no more latent trends. Potentially
radical trends in the population of the German Federal Republic will be constantly
controlled.” Scientifically based research would enable the political leadership to
deal with ne w social pr oblems emerging in a dynamic society and “ to r ealize
progress without paralyzing social conflict, without coups and revolutions.”
Ultimately, Schmidtchen and Noelle-Neumann’s vision was very much a topdown view of democracy. Surveys would have a pedagogical value for the political
leadership in determining how to direct society in a democracy and in creating a
“reservoir of energy for democracy” by “providing the public spirit [Gemeinsinn] of
the people with convincing political themes.” Schmidtchen and Noelle-Neumann
were critical of the classical Enlightenment conception of a rational, open society.
They concluded that “[w]e kno w today, that the electorate does not possess the
rational qualities, which accor ding to classical democratic theories it must pr ovide.”28 It would be political leadership, armed with scientific knowledge derived
from public opinion surveys, that would supply those essential rational qualities.
Overall, these polling experts were redefining public opinion surveys and propaganda, dissociating them fr om the o verpowering instr uments of a totalitarian
regime, like the Third Reich, and repositioning them as necessary tools in a functioning democracy.
At first, Adenauer hesitated to accept public opinion polling. Upon receiving
the first polling results, he reportedly commented: “This public opinion polling
is the devil ’s work! How can it be possible to find out so pr ecisely what people
think politically, or what they think about the political parties and how they will
vote. I distrust clairvoyants and people who claim they can read the future.”29 Yet,
Adenauer eventually came to embrace public opinion polling. Throughout his
chancellorship, he was constantly briefed with extensive polling data. In fact, one
is struck by his deep familiarity with the information, as reflected by his comments
in various minutes of party and governmental meetings, letters, and memoranda.
Given his overall mistrust of the West German people because of their support of
the Nazis, Konrad Adenauer found in polling the perfect tool for managing public opinion in the newly established democracy. But it was not only a method of
entering into a discussion with the West German people. In the 1949 campaign,
Adenauer and other party leaders urged that the CDU/CSU pr opaganda appeal
to the “primitive levels of society” and present simple ideas requiring little thought.
Clearly, Adenauer did not hold the electorate’s intellectual abilities and rationality in
high r egard. Public opinion polling offer ed a r eputedly empirical and scientific
method to tap into the sentiments of the amorphous, irrational, and potentially
dangerous masses. Accordingly, the new techniques described by members of the
Institute für Demoskopie jibed very well with Adenauer’s assumptions on politics
and views of the German people. Adenauer, the CDU/CSU, and economic leaders alike viewed polling as means not only of tracking public opinion but directing it, obtaining power, and holding onto that power.
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Through the spring of 1950, N eumann continued to appr oach A denauer
about the possibility of the I nstitut für D emoskopie’s working on behalf of the
government of the Federal Republic of Germany. He suggested that every month
the institute deliver two information reports on the development of public opinion in the Federal Republic at a cost of DM 2,000 per month.30 By July 1950, the
Federal Press Agency had already commissioned the Institut für Demoskopie to
conduct a survey costing DM 5,000, although as yet there was no formal contract
for establishing an ongoing relationship. In November 1950 Dr. Heinrich Brand,
an official within the Chancellery, indicated in his notes that Adenauer wanted to
test public opinion r egarding the issue of an ev entual West German contingent
within a European army.31 Brand suggested that both the Institut für Demoskopie and the EMNID Institut, a larger and at that time a more established polling
group based in B ielefeld, be put under contract for a testing extending fr om 1
November 1950 to 28 F ebruary 1951. 32 The relationship with the I nstitut für
Demoskopie and EMNID continued through the 1950s, with the amount spent
on both institutes’ surveys continually increasing. A March 1957 report indicated
that a y early budget of DM 150,000 was av ailable for public opinion sur veys,
with DM 49,000 going to EMNID and DM 90,000 to the I nstitut für Demoskopie. Overall, the government and the CDU/CSU accumulated a vast and detailed body of information on public opinion covering an array of topics.33
Utilizing knowledge acquired from the polls, the government and the Federal
Press Agency set about influencing and dir ecting public opinion thr ough their
network of public relations organizations. The above-mentioned Arbeitsgemeinschaft demokratischen Kreise (ADK) acted as a key organization distributing the
material produced by the Federal Press Agency. Since its founding in December
of 1951 the ADK had pursued its goal of dev eloping the West Germans’ belief
and trust in democracy. It saw itself as the “‘I nstitute of Publicity’ charged with
the task of distributing of democratic information and educational works with an
emphasis on the r epresentation of domestic and for eign policies of the go vernment and opposition according to an understanding of Anglo-Saxon public relations techniques”34
The head of the ADK, Hans Edgar Jahn, has explained that one challenge confronting politics in West Germany was overcoming the “ohne mich” (without me)
attitude among its citizens. This “ohne mich” sentiment was meant not just in regard to West Germans’ reluctance for rearmament, but also referred to their general apathy vis-à-vis the state, political par ties, and politics in general. P olling
statistics clearly supported Jahn’s view. A June 1952 survey indicated that only 27
percent of G ermans registered interest in politics, while 41 per cent responded
“not particularly interested” and 32 percent “not at all interested.”35 Voting participation was generally high in West Germany—usually with around 80–85 percent voting in Bundestag elections—but a sense prevailed that voting constituted
the citizen’s sole obligation. 36 Jahn believed that integrating West Germans into
political life would be a difficult task and that Allied methods of “ reeducation”
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parent with the most modern methods fr om technology and publicity . G ood
policies with advantages for the population must also be sold well.”37 Although it
was packaged as a grass-roots organization helping develop West German civil society and democracy, in actuality the ADK functioned as one of the most important organizations promoting the policies of the Adenauer-led government, while
its links to the government were deliberately kept obscured.
Clearly, Jahn and the ADK based their public relations philosophies on practices developed in the U nited States. The United States had been the center of
modern public r elations methods since the beginning of the tw entieth century.
With the growth of a mass, increasingly urban, industrialized society, public relations was regarded by politicians and businessmen alike as an essential means of
managing an increasingly influential public opinion. In 1904 Ivy Lee, a Princetontrained financial journalist who emerged as the leader in the field, began doing
public relations work primarily for big business and industrialists—in part to help
large capitalist enterprises explain and defend their inter ests vis-à-vis the rising
challenges of working-class radicalism and middle-class, progressive muckrakers.
Lee helped develop a methodology called the “ two-way concept” of public relations whereby his client would listen as well as communicate information to the
public. This contrasted sharply with American business’s traditionally tight-lipped
stance toward the public and the pr ess—most notably expressed by the railroad
magnate Cornelius Vanderbilt’s infamous retort, “The public be damned.”
By contrast, Lee stressed building public trust by truthfully reporting the facts
and maintaining an open attitude. To enhance such tr ust-building, Lee subsequently added another concept: convincing the public that the company was
working for the public’s benefit. Yet one could never be certain just what, for Lee,
constituted “truth” and “openness.” While on J ohn D. R ockefeller Jr.’s payroll,
Lee spun the so-called Ludlow Massacre of 1914, during which fourteen miners
were shot down by strikebreakers acting on behalf of Rockefeller’s Colorado Iron
and F uel Company, in the most fav orable light. That summer Lee r eleased a
series of bulletins that reported the facts of the strike in a most distorted and misleading fashion—suggesting that the strikers pr ovoked violence and that one of
strike supporters, Mother Jones, operated a house of prostitution.38 Through the
1920s until his death in 1934, Lee continued r epresenting big business, including efforts to improve I.G. Farben’s image in the United States in the midst of increasing Nazi aggression and anti-Semitism.39
During World War I, the United States government utilized public relations to
bolster support for the war, spur military recruitment, and sell war bonds. It relied heavily on the famous Committee on P ublic I nformation—known mor e
often as the Creel Committee, after its civilian director, George Creel. Established
immediately following the United States’ entry into the war, the Creel Committee exploited all forms of media—the printed word, film, posters, radio, the spoken word—to advance its efforts and produced some of the harshest propaganda
of the war. Perhaps its most notable product was the wave of posters, articles, and
films vilifying the G ermans as “the Hun.”40 One of the hundr eds of journalists
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and publicists wor king for the C reel Committee was E dward Bernays. Born in
Vienna in 1891, B ernays—who was a nephe w of Sigmund Freud—became the
driving force in the dev elopment of public r elations techniques in the postwar
United States. Describing himself as “counsel on public relations,” Bernays combed
thought from psychology, sociology, and market research and produced his seminal work, Crystallizing Public Opinion, in 1923.
Bernays rejected Lee’s belief in swaying the public through rational arguments
and fully embraced the notion that the public opinion was driv en by prejudice,
emotion, and the subconscious. Crystallizing Public Opinion built upon and more
formally developed Lee’s “two-way concept” of public relations in which the publicist enters into a discussion with the public and tries to understand it. A t the
same time the book explor ed ideas of the “her d mentality” and irrationality in
public opinion—clearly drawing upon G ustave Le Bon’s analysis of the cr owd.
For Bernays, sound public relations required careful psychological and sociological study of the public mind. The public was not to be challenged with a dir ect
argument, but instead must be led indirectly to a particular point of view or belief. This process was par t of what B ernays termed “ engineering consent”—reflecting his belief in public relations’ important social function in shaping public
opinion. Public relations’ principal task, as he saw it, was not to engage a public
of heterogeneous opinions with ideas, since that may spawn fur ther debate and
possible confusion. I nstead, the public r elations expert must attract the public
with symbols and pictur es that touch upon deep emotions—ther eby creating a
homogenous public perception of an issue, not a rational debate. O ften appeals
would be articulated by so-called “opinion makers,” such as doctors, sports stars,
and celebrities, in whom the public could unthinkingly place its tr ust. Bernays
was renowned for staging the “created event” that would attract media attention,
thereby generating publicity and influencing people’s opinions. Perhaps the bestknown of Bernays’ creations was the so-called “torches of freedom” demonstration
staged on Easter Sunday in 1930 as a protest against women’s inequality. For this
media event Bernays organized a group of women, many of whom w ere former
suffragists, to mar ch down Fifth Avenue in N ew York smoking cigar ettes. This
public flouting of the taboo against women smoking in public generated considerable media attention throughout the nation. This event, Bernays later claimed,
helped break down social barriers against women smoking and increased cigarette
sales. In any case, by transforming cigarettes from mere consumer products into
symbols of freedom, Bernays creatively demonstrated his technique of reshaping
the public’s perception of r eality not thr ough debate but thr ough symbols and
thereby changing public opinion.41
The concept of public relations, although it first spread to German industry in
the prewar era, did not begin to fully pervade the Federal Republic’s political culture until after the war. In 1951 one of the trailblazers and popularizers of public
relations for West Germany’s industry, Carl Hundhausen, published Werbung um
öffentlichen Vertrauen (Winning the Public Trust in English translation), which served
as the handbook for West Germans interested in conducting American-style pubThis open access edition has been made available under a CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 license thanks to the support of Knowledge Unlatched. Not for resale.
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lic relations. Between the wars Hundhausen had spent time in the United States,
where he absorbed American public r elations techniques—especially those of
Bernays. Following the Second World War, he handled considerable public relations work for a variety of firms, including Kr upp, and also wrote several books
on the subject. 42 His efforts familiarized a broad range of West German industrialists, journalists, advertisers, and politicians with American public relations efforts. These American public r elations principles were increasingly employed to
defend conservative political-economic ideologies. Die Waage’s efforts to promote
the social market economy clearly represented a public relations campaign based
upon Lee’s and Bernays’ ideas. The Federal Republic’s government also began to
utilize such techniques. I n May 1951, the ADK chief H ans Edgar Jahn made a
presentation to Adenauer’s state secretary, Otto Lenz, on “Democratic Information and Educational Work [Bildungsarbeit] on the Basis of Anglo-Saxon Public
Relations Techniques”—followed up b y a meeting in J une in which they discussed publicity for the broad masses. Jahn then provided Lenz, at Lenz’s request,
with a report on American public relations techniques sometime during 1952. In
fact, until 1963, Jahn would meet with the chancellor’s state secretary to discuss
the government’s policies and their reception among the public. Jahn contended,
perhaps exaggerating, that his influence upon Lenz was the key factor in the introduction of American public relations techniques into the government and the
CDU/CSU.43
Much of what Jahn’s various books would treat as the basis of American public relations techniques harked back to Ivy Lee and his “two-way concept” of communication. Public relations materials, Jahn stressed, must address the reader as
an individual rather than as part of the “masses,” utilize illustrations to make publications mor e attractiv e to the r eader, and take adv antage of public opinion
polling to initiate a “discussion” with the public—echoing some of the public relations and adv ertising techniques dev eloped and implemented in the U nited
States. Such techniques, J ahn observed, were originally emplo yed by economic
and business interests but could also be applied to the world of politics. In other
words, the techniques used to sell goods could easily be transferred to sell political ideas. In the memoirs he wrote years later, Jahn argued that “[i]t is the goal of
public relations to come to a common identity of common political action in accordance with the will and desire of the population. That assumes that politics is
driven not according to a doctrinaire program, but instead that one shapes politics from the rich vitality of social existence.”44
In many respects Jahn’s philosophy reflected the CDU/CSU’s move away from
a “doctrinaire program” to mor e modern public r elations techniques that combined citizens and state institutions in a living, organic whole. Only the creation
of trust and a common sense of cause betw een individual citiz ens and state, in
part created by active public r elations, could effect this union. J ahn placed this
conception of public relations within a distinctly German context. As he explained
in his 1956 analysis of public relations work in West Germany, Lebendige Demokratie (Living Democracy), humanity had reached a crucial point at which indiThis open access edition has been made available under a CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 license thanks to the support of Knowledge Unlatched. Not for resale.
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vidualism and fr eedom stood befor e the burgeoning thr eat of collectivism and
tyranny. To counter the depersonalization (Vermassung) of society and the associated danger of collectivism, new methods of speaking to the people must be developed. The defeat of G ermany in 1945 had destr oyed the G erman people’s
political faith (politische Glaube) and now politicians must act more as psychologists or doctors than as dogmatists.To develop democratic roots where there were
none, politicians had to maintain constant contact with individual people and
convince them that their interests coincided with those of the larger community
and political system.45
Jahn regarded the ADK as having a crucial role in creating this organic union
between citizens and state. The ADK built up its organization over the course of
1952/53. By the middle of 1952, it already had hundreds of workers throughout
the Federal Republic organizing meetings and pr esentations that explor ed such
issues as rearmament, the European Coal and Steel Community, and German reunification. The organization also had a number of experts at its disposal to present speeches and lead discussions. At these meetings, the ADK would distribute
its o wn political information bulletins and br ochures supplied b y the F ederal
Press Agency or other organizations. By 1953 the ADK was reported to have held
over 2,200 assemblies and discussions that drew in almost 200,000 people, a figure that would grow over the next few years. In addition, the ADK distributed 1.1
million brochures, pamphlets, and books in 1953.46
Perhaps its most unusual effort in public relations was its use of film, with 40
percent of its public ev ents featuring films—mostly pr oduced on behalf of the
Federal Press Agency. The ADK utilized a newly founded firm named Mobilwerbung to scr een these films. C reated at Lenz ’s suggestion, M obilwerbung dispatched over a dozen Volkswagen buses equipped with projectors and screens to
town squares and other public places. This firm performed considerable work for
the CDU/CSU during the 1953 B undestag campaign, informing audiences
about such themes as r econstruction, reunification, the Schuman P lan, the 17
June uprising in East Berlin, and Adenauer’s 1953 trip to the United States.47 Perhaps most importantly, the ADK staged these events not as didactic instruction on
the part of government, but instead as grassroots discussions among citizens concerning the future of their nation. Although few of the ADK’s public discussions
and presentations dealt with economics, by distributing pro-government materials the ADK helped support the government’s economic policy.48
The Federal Press Agency itself was also activ e in support of the government
as the 1953 Bundestag election neared. In August of 1952 Felix von Eckardt, the
head of the agency , outlined for A denauer its strategy for the upcoming campaign. The key to success, he argued, was “to convince the man on the street that
the economic upswing, unquestionably caused by the policies of the government,
has not benefited only cer tain gr oups, but all lev els of society .” The agency’s
propaganda should highlight the benefits of the go vernment’s economic policy
particularly to those who had suffered severely during the war. Von Eckardt counseled the chancellor that this display of the economic upswing should not be conThis open access edition has been made available under a CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 license thanks to the support of Knowledge Unlatched. Not for resale.
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veyed through any logical argumentation. Instead, the populace wanted to see the
government take concrete measures that would appear to guarantee a higher living standard. Von Eckardt suggested one such measur e, lowering the tax es on
basic groceries, such as milk, br ead, meat, butter, and sugar, would accomplish
this—and it was, in fact, a policy that the government instituted prior to the election.49 As the election neared, the Federal Press Agency geared up its public relations efforts, especially providing material to journalists recounting the work and
successes of the Adenauer’s government. Von Eckardt reported that between January and July 1953 the Federal Press Agency spent around DM 2.2 million and
disseminated over 100 new publications. Many of these dealt with economic issues, for example brochures supporting the social market economy.50 Thanks to
the go vernment’s public r elations machiner y, pr opaganda on behalf of the
CDU/CSU was increasingly professionalized, coordinated, and ubiquitous compared to the 1949 campaign.
As the government churned out an array of pr opaganda materials in suppor t
of its own policies, the personality of Chancellor Adenauer played the central role
in the election campaign—clearly a departure from the 1949 campaign. During
the years prior to the election, Adenauer’s popularity had grown rapidly. According to the polls, respondents naming him the “most capable German politician”
climbed from 5 percent in September 1948 to 33 percent in August 1952. This
contrasted with Schumacher ’s positiv e assessment befor e his death in A ugust
1952 hovering around 12 per cent.51 By June 1953, 51 per cent of r espondents
named Adenauer as the “ most capable,” in comparison to a mer e 6 per cent for
Erich Ollenhauer, the main SPD candidate.52 As the popularity of Adenauer rose,
that of the CDU/CSU gr ew apace. Party leadership after the election identified
Adenauer’s trip to the U nited S tates in A pril 1953 as the campaign ’s turning
point, arguing that the trip “crystallized” the public’s perception of Adenauer as a
statesmanlike figure.53 Polling results backed up this assessment. P articularly revealing were the responses to a running poll by the Institut für Demoskopie’s that
asked: “ Which par ty do y ou suppor t?” A t the time of A denauer’s trip to the
United States, the CDU/CSU’s popularity climbed fr om 37 to 39 per cent with
the 17 June uprising, and up to 45 percent by the time of the election.54 Perceptions of Adenauer’s policy also shot up dramatically: witness the 27 percent of respondents suppor ting his policy in late 1951, compar ed to the 52 per cent
favorable figure by the summer of 1953.55 The West German public increasingly
perceived Adenauer and his leadership as signifying gr owing respect and acceptance for West Germany abroad and greater stability at home.
In no small measur e, Adenauer’s enhanced r eputation was the r esult of the
public relations work orchestrated by the Federal Press Agency and its associated
organizations. A denauer’s trip to the U nited S tates itself , hosted b y President
Eisenhower, was largely conceiv ed and carried out with political pr opaganda in
mind. Lenz and the Federal Press Agency did their utmost to convert the trip into
political capital. Most notable among their efforts was the production of the film
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sily crafted, half-hour documentar y depicting A denauer’s visit. I t por trayed a
strong and vibrant leader who was building a close friendship and partnership between West G ermany and the U nited S tates—a theme dev eloped especially
through “photo ops” of such ev ents as President Eisenhower’s White House reception for A denauer and the chancellor ’s dramatic wr eath-laying at Arlington
National Cemeter y. The film, like much of the agency ’s propaganda, was pr oduced and screened by the Mobilwerbung firm and its subsidiaries, although the
Federal Press Agency’s von Eckardt oversaw its final content.56
Despite his dislike for journalists, Adenauer cultivated his relationship with the
press during the run-up to the election by granting a number of interviews with
selected journalists. In addition, a special rail car, used by Hermann Göring during the Third Reich, hustled Adenauer across West Germany during the campaign.
Accompanying the chancellor was his publicity team and a group of hand-picked
reporters who rode in a dining/sleeping car on Adenauer’s train with the expectation that they would help fav orably shape A denauer’s image on the campaign
trail. Finally, the Federal Press Agency effectively orchestrated Adenauer’s stops at
towns and villages into “events” that sparked intense interest among the local inhabitants. Loudspeakers at local gatherings would announce his much anticipated arrival, replete with brass bands, flags, and the mass distribution of leaflets
and other pr opaganda materials. U pon seeing ho w well villagers, r efugees, and
common people received Adenauer during the campaign, Herbert Blankenhorn
made a telling obser vation. He had feared that the middle classes “ would never
produce a personality who possessed the mystic quality of leadership for a state of
the masses” and that totalitarian r egimes understood the need for a “ dynamic,
powerful character who satisfies people ’s fantasies and their inner need for pr otection. Without a shadow of doubt, the Chancellor has something of these qualities, so difficult to define.” A denauer rarely disappointed the cr owds thanks in
part to his aggressive style of speaking, which was filled with ferocious and often
personal attacks against his political opponents—especially the SPD.57
Not only was Adenauer the focal point of the election, but as in the 1949 election, he had an impor tant role in plotting the CDU/CSU’ s campaign strategy.
From A denauer’s perspectiv e, the stakes w ere high for the 1953 election. The
chancellor was absolutely adamant in his belief that the defeat of the union parties and a subsequent coalition led by the SPD would prove calamitous for West
Germany. As indicated by many of the polls taken in the early 1950s, an SPD victory was a distinct possibility . As A denauer explained in a J anuary 1952 CDU
executive committee meeting, “The debate in the Bundestag has shown that the
CDU alone carries the responsibility for democratic politics. . . . I f the SPD becomes the str ongest party [in the B undestag election] that would mean a catastrophe for democratic politics.” 58 On other occasions he underscor ed the
CDU/CSU’s focus in the election: “The 1953 Bundestag election should be the
decisive election. It requires, therefore, careful preparation. If we do not win this
election, then without a doubt, socialism and materialism will take o ver.” For
Adenauer, the SPD constituted a “ totalitarian party” that would undo all of his
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work to integrate West Germany with the West. So deep was Adenauer’s animosity toward the SPD that he did not even attend the funeral of his bitter SPD rival,
Kurt Schumacher, in August 1952.59
As in the 1949 election, the SPD bor e the brunt of the CDU/CSU’s attacks,
which this time around were conducted by a broad network of institutions built
to influence public opinion. H owever, Adenauer not only had to contend with
the SPD from the left, but also had to thwart the aspirations of the bourgeois parties from the right. As former Nazis had regained voting rights by the 1953 election, the FDP and DP, coalition par tners of the CDU/CSU, had str engthened
their nationalist platforms and, for enhanced electoral suppor t, created stronger
ties to veterans’ groups for support. Adenauer hoped to contain these nationalist
sentiments as they would thr eaten his policy of integrating West Germany with
the West and revitalize what to him were the worst elements in G ermany’s past.
A key challenge he faced in the 1953 campaign would be to estrain
r
some of these
nationalist elements within the mor e moderate confines of the CDU/CSU as a
whole, or at a minimum within a coalition led b y the par ty. Consequently, the
CDU/CSU’s propaganda attempted to attract more nationalist opinions. To appeal to the gr owing number of militar y associations, Adenauer visited the Werl
prison, where the British still detained some military officers for war crimes, and
spoke personally with the Waffen SS General Kurt Meyer to ensure that his confinement conditions were appropriate. In addition, the chancellor traveled to the
town of Friedrichsruhe outside of Hamburg to lay a wreath at Bismarck’s grave.60
Even with these side issues, public opinion surveys indicated early on that the
public was disgruntled over the rise of prices resulting from the Korean War and
directed its resentment toward the government. During the Korean Crisis, Institut für Demoskopie surveys showed that many West Germans held the go vernment as responsible for the price hikes (46 percent), while 37 percent assigned the
blame to world mar ket prices. I n addition, 75 per cent responded that the go vernment could do something about the rise in prices if it wished.61 This criticism
of the government remained, although its intensity declined as the election approached. In July 1953, 25 percent of respondents regarded economic problems,
wages, prices, and curr ency as the most impor tant questions facing West Germans, down from 45 percent in October 1951. Meanwhile the issue of r eunification as the primary concern grew from 18 to 38 percent over the same period.62
By September 1953, 36 per cent of the population believ ed the go vernment
should concern itself with the solving economic pr oblems, compared to the 32
percent believing German reunification was the most pressing problem.63
In the Federal Press Agency, the government had an instr ument to influence
public opinion on an ongoing basis. As noted earlier, part of the agency’s strategy
was to obscur e its link to pr opaganda by publishing materials that did not acknowledge the agency as their originator and then supplying these materials to
various organizations for distribution. One such example during the Korean Crisis was the brochure Preisfibel (Price Primer), which was designed to instruct West
Germans, especially women, about the mechanisms of the free market. In 1952,
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the Federal Press Agency printed over 100,000 of these br ochures with funding
from the German Chamber of Commerce. The publication proved quite popular. In fact, the Deutscher Hausfrauenverband (League of German Housewives)
requested 100,000 copies, although it received only 50,000, with the remainder
going to various political and economic organizations, universities, and libraries.
In exploring the workings of supply and demand, the brochure positioned the
female homemaker as a student of the free market. It opened with “Ten short stories on prices! Unbelievable, but true!” which tried to delve into the irrationality
of “buyers’ psychoses” and at the same time intr oduce the concept of the West
German consumer citizen. Among the stories were examples of consumers buying more expensive products because they were marked as “special,” along with illustrations of how a planned economy disr upted the natural flow of supply and
demand. The brochure stressed how consumers’ actions influenced the workings
of the market and had larger political-economic implications for West Germany
as a whole. The Preisfibel’s influence was relatively limited since its distribution
was not extensive, and it was probably read only within select circles. Nevertheless, it was but one of a number of br ochures published and distributed b y the
Federal Press Agency in the years following the Korean Crisis. All of them had a
common theme: the rise in prices and the economic challenges presented by the
Korean Crisis were not actually so severe but rather were a matter of perception,
and a planned economy would only worsen economic conditions.The brochures
had titles such as “ Aufstieg oder Katastr ophe” (Ascent or Catastr ophe), “Verdienen wir zu w enig” (Do We Earn Too Little?), “Acht Jahre danach . . . S oziale
Sicherheit für alle” (Eight Years Afterward . . . Social Security for All), “Anderen
haben auch Sorgen” (Others Also Have Concerns), and “Haben die Anderen es
besser?” (Are Others Better Off?).64
Economic conditions markedly improved for the CDU/CSU in the months
leading up to the election. As a report from the CDU/CSU’s central party office
indicated, “Then in the spring 1953 the general trends in the areas of foreign and
economic policies had progressed so that the growing weight of their positive effects for the entire population appeared, and only such a crystallization point was
needed to cause a decisiv e swing in the public opinion.” 65 Undoubtedly the
shocks from the Korean Crisis, especially the rise in prices, had undermined support for both the government and its economic policy of the social market economy. By 1953, however, the effects of the Korean Crisis had begun to wane and
public perception was catching up with economic statistics. I n early 1953, public opinion in regard to the rise in prices improved. A survey asked, “Do you have
the impression that the prices in the last quar ter year have for the most par t remained the same, risen, or fallen?” The percent of r espondents believing prices
had risen dropped from 50 percent in late to 1952 to 24 per cent in September
1953, the month of the election. M eanwhile, those convinced prices had r emained constant r ose from 35 to 52 per cent over the same period. E ven those
contending that prices had declined went up to 12 percent by election time.66 In
addition, in July 1953 85 per cent of respondents indicated that their economic
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condition had gotten better or r emained the same during the last y ear. This figure had jumped up from only 43 percent in May 1951.67
This shift in public opinion resulted from the fact that price indexes had fallen
to levels not significantly higher than at the start of the Korean Crisis. For example, the cost of living index dropped to 108 in the summer of 1953 from a high
of 119 in the first half of 1951 (1950=100). 68 Moreover, in or der to giv e consumers the impression that prices were falling during the months before the election, the government tactically lowered taxes on consumer products such as coffee,
tea, and tobacco—a mo ve suggested b y von Eckardt and described b y some as
motivated purely by polling results. The unemployment figure also fell below 5.5
percent, with the total unemployment under 1 million by the time of the election.
Given these dev elopments, the CDU/CSU’ s claims that times w ere impr oving
rang true with the public.69
In addition to the Federal Press Agency–supplied public opinion polls that functioned as market research of the electorate, the CDU/CSU began commissioning
specific surveys to test the resonance of particular pieces of propaganda—just as
was often done for advertising spots. One such survey explored the effectiveness
of political leaflets. The survey concluded that the effectiveness in convincing the
public of its ideas was not dependent on the leaflet ’s content, but rather on its
propensity to be noticed by the public.70 This survey reflected a number of developments. First, it showed how the Institut für Demoskopie was transferring techniques from commercial advertising to the political realm. Increasingly, a party’s
program was a pr oduct to be sold to the electorate. S econd, the sur vey also
demonstrated the more “scientific” efforts on the part of the CDU/CSU to craft
its image, rather than to base its political campaigns upon a political program or
speculation about the public mood. Clearly , the CDU/CSU was inno vating in
terms of the techniques used to shape its message and image for public consumption. In fact, for the first time, the party utilized a private advertising firm,
that of D r. Hegemann from Düsseldorf, to distribute its posters—allo wing the
party leadership to concentrate on running the campaign.71
A crucial requirement for this development of a CDU/CSU “image” was the
construction of a more centralized party structure to direct and organize the election campaign—a move accomplished at the October 1950 Goslar Congress. The
CDU federal party organization now consisted of the Parteitag (party convention),
made up of representatives from the regional organizations, the Bundesparteiausschuß (federal party committee), which included chairpersons and leading members fr om the r egional organizations, the chairpersons of the federal and state
Fraktionen (parliamentary factions), and members of the Bundesparteivorstand
(federal ex ecutive committee). The Bundesparteiausschuß elected the ex ecutive
committee members, while the Parteitag elected the par ty chairperson and two
deputies. At the G oslar Congress Adenauer was v oted chairperson b y an o verwhelming majority of 302 ayes with 22 abstentions and 4 nays. Part of creating a
national party organization was the formation of the Bundesgeschäftsstelle (central
party headquarters). The Bundesgeschäftsstelle took over the party’s administrative
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duties, including coordinating election campaigns, but was financed mainly from
the regional organizations. Heading the Bundesgeschäftsstelle was Bruno Heck, a
relatively unknown politician fr om Swabia Adenauer named to the post in the
spring of 1952. Despite the efforts to construct a federal-level party machinery, in
many respects much of the actual political and administrativ e power within the
party, as with the Arbeitsgemeinschaft der CDU/CSU in 1949, r emained with
the regional organizations.
The CDU did not achiev e a highly organiz ed par ty bur eaucracy until the
1960s. In contrast, during the 1950s it remained an association of regional organizations, since many of the party members associated party bureaucracy and centralization with past totalitarianism, the SPD, or the East German Marxist party,
the SED (Sozialistische Einheitspartei Deutschlands, Socialist Unity Party). Throughout the 1950s, the CDU leadership contemptuously referred to SPD “functionaries” to draw a contrast to what they saw as their party’s more grassroots workings
and doggedly sought to retain that dynamic. For example, the regional organizations made certain that the federal party proceeded through them to contact the
district organizations. In addition the r egional organizations drew up the list of
candidates for both state and federal elections. In many instances serious rivalries
divided the regional parties—especially among regional organization within the
individual states, such as the Rhineland and Westphalia-Lippe organizations in
the state of N orth Rhine–Westphalia. In addition, regional organizations in the
southern part of West Germany tended to resist centralization more determinedly
than those in the north.72 The most striking element in the regionalization of the
CDU/CSU’s campaigning was the Christian Social Union (CSU), the CDU’s sister party in the Bundestag parliamentary faction. It was an autonomous political
party that had allied itself with the CDU at the national level. Overall, because of
Adenauer’s popularity on the national scene, the CSU tended to fall in line with
the CDU in the formulation of its Bundestag campaigns.
It was primarily in elections, ho wever, that the CDU’ s federal organization
came to life and ex erted its po wer. Despite the political impor tance of r egional
politicians, the leadership in Bonn, especially the powerful presence of Adenauer
and his staff, established the party’s public positions and propaganda for the election campaigns. The Bundesgeschäftsstelle asserted itself prior to the 1953 election
with efforts representing a clear mo vement toward the centralization of CDU/
CSU campaigning—especially in comparison to the 1949 campaign. In many instances the district organizations were quite weak owing to low membership and
became active only during election campaigns.The Bundesgeschäftsstelle wanted to
direct the district organizations as much as possible; for example, it dispatched to
every district organization a detailed “Wahlhelfer” (election guide) describing the
work that needed to be done before the election.73 In any event, despite the central leadership’s desire to control not only the conceptual but also the technical aspects of the campaign, the regional-level organizations still constituted the major
force directing the actual campaigning within their r egions.74 They also exerted
some influence on the conceptual framework of the campaign. As the strategy for
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the campaign was coalescing, in January 1953 Heck met with the regional party
managers to discuss their r equirements for the campaign and the r espective responsibilities of the federal and r egional par ty organizations. This session also
decided that several regional party managers would participate in the committee
charged with drawing up par ty propaganda—along with members of the Bundesgeschäftsstelle and commercial advertising experts.75
In addition, considerable tension sometimes divided the federal and r egional
levels of the party with regard to financing. Income from monthly party dues in
the CDU was miniscule: for example, about 210,000 members contributed
roughly DM 100,000 a month in 1953—with most of that money remaining at
the district levels. For election campaigns, the lion ’s share of the CDU’s money
came from the so-called Fördergesellschaften, the promotional associations, that organized industrial and business fund raising in the individual states.76 In a March
1953 meeting of the CDU’s executive committee, Adenauer commented that the
party’s regional organizations had ensured that the promotional associations were
closely tied to them rather than to the par ty’s national-level organization, which
presented a serious problem for the running of a national campaign. At that point
the party had negotiated with the promotional associations to contribute DM 6
million to the CDU for 1953, with 4 million going toward operating costs for the
party (3 million to the regional organizations and 1 million to the central party)
and 2 million going to the central par ty organization for the election campaign.
At this juncture the CDU treasurer Ernst Bach estimated the federal party’s campaign costs at about DM 2.6 million. A denauer stressed that the campaign be
centrally dir ected and “ must display the same poster in Kiel and Constance,”
meanwhile acknowledging that propaganda must also incorporate featur es with
local and regional appeal or otherwise fall flat.77 Despite the drive for centralization of the campaign, b y the summer of 1953 B ach realized that DM 1 million
earmarked for the central party campaign fund was being diverted directly to the
regional organizations—especially in North Rhine–Westphalia. Adenauer did not
hesitate to express his extreme displeasure at his party treasurer’s allowing such a
diversion to occur and str essed the impor tance of the funds to r un an effectiv e
campaign.78 Apparently, the central par ty eventually made up the differ ence by
pursuing deficit spending and r elying on income deriv ed from subscriptions by
industry to the so-called Wirtschaftsbild—an information sheet co vering economic dev elopments.79 Despite these conflicts and pr oblems in financing the
central party, the Bundesgeschäftsstelle controlled enough of the funds and possessed sufficient leadership to shape the main campaign concepts.
Planning for the 1953 campaign began in earnest in O ctober 1952, almost a
year in advance of the election, when the “ Wednesday circle” consisting of Adenauer, Heck, Lenz, Bach, and von Eckardt began holding weekly meetings to discuss campaign strategy .80 Heck and the centraliz ed par ty leadership of the
Bundesgeschäftsstelle formulated the main vision that the party would project, while
regional- and district-level party organizations did much of the campaign wor k.
For example, the Bundesgeschäftsstelle had ensured that each of the 195 district
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organizations had a par ty chairman, who was to be paid DM 400 a month, to
oversee and direct the upcoming campaign. In addition, the Bundesgeschäftsstelle
established a press section to more effectively coordinate publicity for the CDU/
CSU at the national level, while the regional party headquarters created press bureaus to pr ovide neutral journalists with pr ess r eleases, ne ws confer ences, and
contacts with the important regional-level CDU/CSU politicians. The so-called
Heimatzeitungen, local papers friendly to the CDU/CSU, w ere supplied weekly
with a variety of interviews, reports, and candidate portraits; they printed much
of what was provided word for word. More importantly, by the autumn of 1952
a survey of the sociological makeup and political development of each of the individual election districts was conducted and made av ailable to all lev els of the
party. The par ty was car efully monitoring the “ mass-psychological situation”
within the electorate as well through public opinion polling.81 In fact, during the
campaign, Bundesgeschäftsstelle manager Bruno Heck regularly sent to r egional
party leaders updates drawn fr om public opinion sur veys in order to keep them
abreast of the dev eloping political situation. 82 Throughout the campaign the
Bundesgeschäftsstelle had at its disposal a wide v ariety of public opinion polling
from the Institut für Demoskopie, along with survey data from EMNID analyzing party support as a function of sociological background.83
Public opinion surveys clarified a number of key points regarding the election
campaign. The Bundesgeschäftsstelle reported that sur veys indicated the CDU/
CSU as a whole must secure the trust of the electorate through the trust that was
given to the party’s leading personalities. The party’s propaganda must not make
promises that would lack credibility. Instead, party propaganda had to concretely
communicate to the electorate the party’s great successes over the last four years.
Particularly important in shaping public opinion, the report argued, was the stabilization of prices since the K orean Crisis and the dr op in unemplo yment to
under 1 million. Clashes with political opponents, par ticularly the SPD, had to
demonstrate that the SPD’s ideological approach to political problems accounted
for its sterility and w eakness. In addition, the CDU/CSU had to convince the
electorate that the SPD had single-mindedly follo wed a program of negation in
regard to the government’s successful policies.84
Overall, the CDU/CSU should play do wn any notion that the election r evolved around ideological conflict between the CDU/CSU and the SPD. In fact,
the CDU/CSU consciously sought to deemphasiz e what w ere called “ culturalpolitical questions”—religious issues in other words—for fear of scaring away potential voters by appearing solely as the “Christian party.”85 As in the 1949 campaign, the CDU/CSU could count on the chur ches, especially the Catholic
Church, to urge their flocks to vote for the “Christian party.”86 Instead of engaging in ideological conflict, the CDU/CSU wanted to sell the party image that was
embodied by its leadership, particularly Adenauer or even Erhard, and its accomplishments, especially in the diplomatic and economic realms. In this respect, the
party’s approach utilized the advertising technique of selling not the product itself,
that is, the party and its leadership, but rather a benefit of the product, such as inThis open access edition has been made available under a CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 license thanks to the support of Knowledge Unlatched. Not for resale.
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creased living standards or an enhanced sense of security, that would subjectively
appeal to the consumer/voter.
In the course of the 1953 campaign, the CDU/CSU had acquired the tools to
understand and reach out to the br oadest constituencies, thereby facilitating its
emergence as a Volkspartei. Its approach tending toward issue- and mood-based
campaigning reflected the growing American influence on the West German political culture. Dr. Robert Tillmanns, chairman of the Berlin CDU, clearly voiced
this philosophy of politics when he commented at a CDU ex ecutive committee
meeting that only a quite limited gr oup of people could be r eached thr ough
clumsy political slogans. People no longer wanted to hear mere party squabbling.
Instead, Tillmanns suggested, “We must take into consideration totally different
social strata and different attitudes. . . . For the Bundestag election we don’t need
an extensive, vague program for all our economic and social policies, but instead
we need clearly worked out and impressive goals and points for the present situation of our nation.” 87 Taking this appr oach, the CDU/CSU pr opaganda continually hammered away about the SPD as a danger to the future security of West
Germany, while at the same time it tr umpeted the CDU/CSU’s diplomatic and
economic achievements since 1949.
This political propaganda utilized some of the approaches the party exploited
in the 1949 B undestag election. D uring that election the CDU/CSU had emphasized economics as an ideological “ wedge” between itself and the SPD. The
underlying message of its campaign was that the two economic systems presented
a choice: the organic, antimaterialist, Christian society of the CDU/CSU v ersus
the atomized, materialist, godless society of the SPD. As previously mentioned, in
1953 the CDU/CSU was consciously tr ying to broaden its constituency—especially among nonreligious, antisocialist voters. As a result, instead of associating
the social market economy with pulling West Germany out of total despair and
fostering the regeneration of “natural” gender roles, familial life, and a Christian
community, the CDU/CSU began emphasizing mor e consumerist visions of its
economic policy. In addition, the party exploited developments in East Germany,
especially the Soviets’ use of brutal force to suppress the 17 June 1953 worker uprising in East Berlin, to bolster its image as the party of strength. Throughout its
propaganda, the CDU/CSU defined the SPD as unr eliable by blurring the distinctions between the SPD in West Germany and the SED in East Germany. In
this way, the issue of economics was combined with the ColdWar threat of communism—albeit in a different vein from the antimaterialist message of 1949. Instead, West Germany’s economic vitality, along with the rise of consumerism, was
what made the new state dynamic and legitimate in comparison with its eastern
counterpart.
Although its continued emphasis on traditional pr opaganda materials—
posters, leaflets, and rallies—ate up 28, 14, and 9 percent of the federal-level campaign budget r espectively, the CDU/CSU also began emplo ying new forms of
political advertising that were clearly influenced by decidedly American forms of
advertising. O ne of the most impor tant pr opaganda pieces distributed b y the
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Bundesgeschäftsstelle was an illustrated magazine, Die Entscheidung (The D ecision), which boasted a circulation of 5 million copies and consumed 21 per cent
of the campaign budget.88 The magazine’s tone echoed the advertising techniques
developed in the United States during the 1920s and 1930s—especially the cr eation of “human-interest” stories in which the reader is invited to share a story or
experience with the ad’s characters. In clear contrast to the “har d-sell” approach
taken with most leaflets and posters b y pr ojecting an o ver-the-top mood, the
cover depicted an attractiv e, y oung-looking, smiling woman holding a pen
against her forehead—apparently about to cast her ballot. M uch of the election
magazine dealt with the division of Germany, the 17 June uprising, and the economic and social adv ances achiev ed b y the CDU/CSU, but these issues w ere
couched in very human terms. Chancellor Adenauer was featured prominently in
the magazine. He was depicted, for example, inv olved in meetings with for eign
leaders (one picture showed him on the U.S. Capitol steps), addr essing a crowd
in West Berlin after the 17 June uprising, and engaged in personal activities such
as tending his beloved rose garden. Erhard was portrayed lighting a cigar with the
caption, “Always calm, with a good cigar , and the right economic policy , Economics Minister Erhard tore up the ration cards.”
Intermingled among the depictions of Adenauer and his accomplishments, the
magazine portrayed West Germany’s economic advancement since the curr ency
reform, and more importantly illustrated how these achievements improved the
conditions of individual West Germans. The message of economic reconstruction
was particularly geared toward female voters, who were the central pillar of CDU/
CSU support. One example of this pitch to female voters recounts the “diary” of
the woman on the front of the magazine from the summer of 1945 to the summer of 1953 (Illustration 5.1 and Illustration 5.2). The text and photos depicted
experiences common to many Germans after the end of the war: flight from the
Russians, internment camps, death and destr uction in the cities, squalid living
conditions, hunger, and the black mar ket. This woman had to wor k as a rubble
woman clearing the mounds of debris from the streets of Schweinfurt in order to
earn ration car ds to eat. As with other conser vative pr opaganda, the narrativ e
started after the defeat of theThird Reich. The story placed Germans into the role
of victims of terrible har dships following the war and ther eby distanced them
from any r esponsibility for the crimes of the Third Reich. In addition, it highlighted the fear this woman had of the Russians in 1945, making an implicit parallel to the contemporar y threat from the East in 1953. The ad also echoed the
popular narrative of the curr ency reform: West Germans now suddenly earned
money worth something and w ere able to buy pr eviously unavailable food and
goods. Women had been transformed from powerless victims of shortages to now
active consumers. The narrator, apparently a single, wor king women, v owed to
herself, “I will never be disheartened and never forget this dreadful time. And I will
also never forget, when I am full, how much hunger hurts.” Then, in late spring
of 1953, the narrator gushed about the new material goods that she was enjoying.
She had acquired a new typewriter at work, a bicycle for traveling around the city,
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Illustration 5.1 Snapshots out of a German diary (a)
and a pair of stylish (todschicke) shoes from a store with so wide a selection that it
was hard to decide which pair to buy . In the last entr y, dated 7 J une 1953, the
narrator was even planning a long vacation and trying to stick to her plan of reading a book a week. But it had been difficult to select the books “[s]ince the selection is enormous—and there is so much that one simply must have.” The lesson
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Illustration 5.2 Snapshots out of a German diary (b)

of the whole article was clear: West German living conditions had improved incredibly in the last eight y ears and ensur ed the end of the depriv ations of the
postwar years. Both this individual woman’s and West Germany’s prospects had
been dramatically transformed. To continue this upward trajectory West Germans
must vote CDU/CSU.
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The technical layout of the advertisement was decidedly more advanced than
the brochures and leaflets from the 1949 campaign. Die Entscheidung had the feel
of a r eal magazine and interspersed actual adv ertisements for consumer goods
among the ar ticles and photographs—both giving it an aura of legitimacy and
helping defray some its costs. 89 This was not a dr y announcement of the CDU/
CSU policies and a list of figur es describing West Germany’s economic growth,
nor was it a provocative visual image meant to shock or scare the audience. Instead,
the reader was invited to share very personally in the story of a young refugee who
was rebuilding her life in West Germany. It was selling a political message in a way
that did not seem overtly political or heavy-handed. Clearly the CDU/CSU was
responding to cer tain polling that indicated women w ere even less likely than
men to talk about politics. O ne spring 1952 poll indicated that 64 per cent of
women never spoke about politics, in comparison to 23 percent of men.90 In addition, the diary of this young woman placed economic developments since the
end of the Second World War in a much more individualistic context than propaganda fr om 1949. E conomic r econstruction as a means of satisfying consumerist, individual desir es was clearly str essed, while the mor e antimaterialist
conceptions of the social mar ket economy w ere subdued, if not completely absent. The idea of a reconstructed family life was muted, as this woman continued
to “stand alone” eight years after the end of the war but had found fulfillment in
pursuing new opportunities for consumerism. Clearly this ad was aimed more toward voters outside the CDU/CSU’s base of religious-minded citizens.
The “German miracle,” as the CDU/CSU termed it, also had o vertones that
placed West German economic reconstruction within a larger geopolitical context.
Even before the 17 June uprising in East Berlin, it was clear that foreign policy and
the threat of communism would continue to play a central role in the campaign.
A poll from July 1953 indicated that West Germans were deeply concerned with
issues such reunification, preservation of peace betw een the East and West, and
rearmament (34, 16, and 15 per cent of r espondents r espectively saw these as
West Germany’s most impor tant issues), while the issue of economics had declined in importance since the middle of the K orean Crisis (from 45 percent in
October 1951 to 25 percent).91
The issues of German reunification and West German foreign policy had heated
up since the 1949 election. I n November 1949 Adenauer signed the Petersberg
Agreement which allowed West Germany to reenter international organizations
and establish consulates in other countries among other things. Within the context of the demands of the K orean War, French Minister President René Pleven
proposed in October 1950 to combine Western military forces, including elements
from West Germany, in the so-called European Defense Community (EDC). In
May 1952 West Germany and the thr ee Western powers of the U nited States,
Great Britain, and F rance signed the G eneral Treaty that r ecognized the so vereignty of the Federal Republic, pledged to work toward a unified Germany modeled on the existing Federal Republic, and anchored the Federal Republic within
the growing framework of Western international institutions. A denauer pushed
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through acceptance of the EDC and the General Treaty in the Bundestag, and the
treaties were passed by March 1953. The General Treaty was developed in conjunction with West G erman contributions to the EDC. Therefore, when the
French parliament refused to ratify the EDC treaty in August 1954, new talks ensued with the three Western powers, producing a new General Treaty in October
1954 and granting final West German sovereignty in May 1955. All the while,
the Soviet Union tried to block, or at least slow down, Adenauer’s policy of Western integration. B etween M arch and M ay 1952 S talin issued a series of thr ee
“notes” calling for the unification of a so vereign, neutral Germany with free national elections supervised by the four powers. Although some, particularly on the
left, interpreted Stalin’s overtures as potentially genuine, Adenauer saw these actions as mer e pr opaganda on S talin’s par t and demanded that unification be
achieved through Germany’s integration into the West.
In the early 1950s the SPD under both Schumacher ’s and Ollenhauer’s leadership had vigor ously attacked A denauer and the CDU/CSU as pawns of the
occupational forces working for West Germany’s integration into the West. They
particularly pointed to, for example, the driv e for rearmament initiated by Adenauer in the spring of 1950, talks about Western economic integration with the
European Coal and S teel Community, and the ultimately unsuccessful plan to
create the EDC. To the SPD, Adenauer’s Western policy ensured the continued
division of Germany and heightened the risk of another catastrophic war. Instead,
the SPD argued, West Germany must remain free of commitments on either side
of the Iron Curtain and continue negotiations among the four Allied powers and
Germany. With the death of Stalin in March 1953 and Winston Churchill’s call
for renewed four-power discussions, the issue of reunification once again came to
the fore. The SPD made use of these developments; one of the main points of its
1953 campaign platform pr oclaimed, “Peace and security thr ough communication—not danger of war through an arms race.”92
The CDU/CSU zeroed in on what might come across in a heated election campaign as a w eak and indecisive SPD position. It wanted to blur the distinctions
between the SPD of West Germany and the communist SED of East G ermany.
This was done by a variety of means. One article from Union in Deutschland, the
CDU/CSU’s information bulletin, pr oclaimed in A pril 1953, “ They r emain
Marxists.” The article painted a picture of the SPD internal reform of economic
policy as a veiled attempt to gain votes.
They [the SPD leaders] want to fish widely for votes in the “bourgeois” waters, in order to
pursue a socialist economic policy with the help of these v otes. These policies ar e not as
crassly Marxist as on the other side of the Elbe, but are along the same lines—especially in
regard to the state seizure of the workings of the economy and labor policies.93

Articles in the Union in Deutschland published closer to the election were not so
subtle. One simply announced the conclusion of a refugee from the Soviet Zone,
“Socialism leads to communism.”94
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The 17 June revolt in East B erlin only heightened this sense of contrast between the two Germanies and the threat of communism. In the Bundestag debate
that followed 17 June the SPD proclaimed that the brutal suppression of the uprising proved the failure of Adenauer’s foreign and German policy and called for
more negotiations among the four powers. In mid August, just weeks before the
election, Adenauer claimed that two SPD functionaries had received funds from
the Soviet Zone. The accused pair initiated court proceedings against Adenauer,
and the chancellor withdrew his statements months later before a court. But nevertheless his attacks hit their mar k, coming as they did just befor e the election.
The CDU/CSU put pressure on the SPD by leadingly releasing to the press “Four
Questions on Reunification” in an attempt to force the SPD to clarify its foreign
policy position. In response on 28 August the SPD issued a paper entitled “ The
European Policy of the Social Democrats.” It reaffirmed the SPD’s position that
the various efforts for European cooperation sought “to make [Germany] into an
instrument of the Cold War.” German policy must be dir ected toward German
unification in freedom, an advancement that “required an agreement among the
four occupying powers.” Willie Eichler explained in an ill-conceiv ed press conference that negotiations among the four po wers were preferable to a victorious
nuclear war. Although privately Adenauer desired a four-power conference on the
German question at some futur e date, he wanted it to conv ene after the 6 S eptember elections, for fear of the Soviets exploiting the talks as propaganda to defeat the CDU/CSU. In fact, in July 1953, Adenauer successfully appealed to the
United States to postpone such a conference.95 However, not wanting to lose an
opportunity to make political hay , the CDU/CSU pounced on the SPD’ s pronouncement. The SPD foreign policy, Adenauer proclaimed, “would be a betrayal
of the German people.” According to a CDU/CSU press release, the SPD advocated “that the four powers, just as it was demanded by Moscow at the Potsdam
Agreement, would negotiate with each other o ver the position of the futur e
Germany.” Therefore the SPD’s policy would sell out G ermany’s political selfdetermination. The release concluded that “[t]he SPD appears to be ready to take
on the political conceptions of Moscow on one of the most crucial issues and incur risks that no r esponsibly minded government could ever accept.” 96 Overall,
the CDU/CSU sought to convince the electorate that the SPD was at best incapable of governing or at worst untrustworthy, treasonous, and “un-German.” Simultaneously the CDU/CSU touted itself as the only tr ue defender of the West
German state and society against a red tide poised to engulf the nation.97
This sentiment that the SPD could not be trusted was expressed quite clearly
in the most widely distributed CDU/CSU pr opaganda: leaflets, speeches, and
posters—and especially in the campaign ’s most infamous poster , “All r oads of
Marxism lead to Moscow” (Illustration 5.3). With a landscape of lines all drawing
the viewer’s eyes to a half seen, half unseen Bolshevik lurking in the background,
this poster exemplified the anticommunist tone of the CDU/CSU campaign as a
whole. Like some of the posters from the 1949 election, this poster offered multiple readings to the electorate, although each evoked a sense of fear of alien forces
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Illustration 5.3 All of roads of Marxism lead to Moscow
from within and from without West Germany. Fundamentally the poster erased
any distinctions betw een the SPD and communism and implicitly defined the
Social Democrats as a dangerous internal political element whose ultimate loyalties lay outside the Federal Republic. The poster’s title, suggesting the well-known
saying “All roads lead to Rome,” played off the common sentiment that a gloriThis open access edition has been made available under a CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 license thanks to the support of Knowledge Unlatched. Not for resale.
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ous element of Germany’s cultural heritage lay in its ability to r esist and remain
outside the ancient empire—just as West Germany was now resisting the incursion of the totalitarian Soviet regime. Clearly, the 17 June uprising gave the poster
special potency. Even though it was pr obably designed befor e the r evolt, West
Germans, especially refugees from the East, could interpret the poster as an affirmation of Adenauer’s policy of West German security being tied to the West. To
social conservatives it represented the danger to the “natural” order of gender and
family roles in the face of the “Gleichmacherei” (leveling) of East Germany. From
the perspective of economics, it illustrated the CDU/CSU’ s charge against the
SPD that a policy of socialization led to the controlled economy of the communist states to the East.
The CDU/CSU’s leaflets, aimed at the electorate ’s most impr essionable and
least educated segments, launched strong attacks against the SPD. In many ways
the CDU/CSU’s leaflets heeded the lesson from the Institut für Demoskopie survey: a political leaflet’s principal task was to attract notice. M ost of their leaflets
incorporated ey e-catching illustrations on the fr ont and back pages, while the
middle two pages offered more factual arguments. But compared to the illustrated
magazine, they clearly r epresented a r elatively crude “hard sell” approach filled
with exaggeration, personal attacks, and innuendo.
One leaflet opened with the words, “Attention, Swindler!” above a drawing of
grotesque-looking figures whispering into the unsuspecting voters’ ears. It tainted
the political r eliability of the SPD b y urgently warning the population “ of red
agents who are up to no good and are attempting to abuse the people’s faith. The
red agents whisper: The poorer have gotten poorer! The rich have gotten richer!
Protect yourselves from these wolves in sheep’s clothing.” The rest of the leaflet
provided statistics as evidence of the go vernment’s incr eased social spending,
showing how the CDU/CSU was a “social” party. The final page evoked Biblical
images by depicting an apple labeled “SPD” dangling fr om the tr ee of “Rising
wages—falling prices,” “Lowering of taxes,” and “40-hour week.” All the while,
a snake labeled “inflation” smiles at a disconcerted-looking voter. The message was
clear: the SPD could not be trusted. The accusatory references to “swindlers” and
“red agents” portrayed the SPD as a sinister, insidious force. The party represented
the infiltration of danger ous elements that would lead to West Germany being
cast out from economic and social security, while in contrast the CDU/CSU sold
itself as reconstructing a whole, prosperous West German “Eden.”
The leaflet that perhaps made the clearest link between the SPD of West Germany and the Communists in East Germany was one that blasted the Deutsche
Gewerkschaftsbund (German Federation of Labor Unions, DGB), the West German trade union, for disseminating political pr opaganda prior to the election, a
move of questionable legality since unions were required by law to remain politically neutral in election campaigns (Illustration 5.4). In the summer of 1953 the
DGB’s leadership called on West Germans to “Vote for a better Bundestag.” Besides leaflets, the DGB produced glossy magazines with an estimated circulation
of 14.5 million copies, explaining the DGB’s unfulfilled demands, the increase in
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Illustration 5.4 The CDU has said for y ears:
prices, and what it claimed was the government’s inadequate social policy. Just before the election the organization placed an ad in ne wspapers playing off D ie
Waage’s advertisements in which two wor kers concluded they would v ote for a
better Bundestag. The CDU/CSU leaflet exploited the DGB’s call to “Vote for a
better Bundestag” with a list of accusations against the DGB and the SPD. B eneath the text, a drawing depicted Ollenhauer and a DGB representative blowing
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a trumpet labeled “SPD.” Meanwhile, a Soviet officer claps his hands in approval
in the background. Again, as in other examples of the CDU/CSU pr opaganda,
the boundaries between the SPD, the DGB, and the Communists in East G ermany were blurred. This leaflet was even more effective, given the accusations of
the left’s connections to the SED that were flying around before the election. In
fact, at a political rally in August, Adenauer claimed that the DGB’s appeal “reeked
suspiciously of communist infiltration” and that the DGB’s board of directors was
contaminated by communism.98
The CDU/CSU leaflet concentrating on economics built upon this motif b y
utilizing the slogan “Whoops Comrade!” and citing examples of the SPD’s “false
prophecies,” such as their dir e predictions of G ermany’s not becoming “ viable”
because of its economic policy. As in other leaflets, its middle pages provided statistics tracing the rise of production in West Germany and the increased buying
power of wor kers’ wages. The back page depicted E rich Ollenhauer and Carlo
Schmid as bloated SPD “ functionaries” sitting at a table gorging themselv es
(Illustration 5.5). The text below, written as a satirical poem, por trayed the two
SPD leaders as indifferent to the real conditions of West Germans. Instead, they
were willing to attack Erhard’s economic policy for their own political gain, even
though they enjoyed the very benefits of that policy.
The CDU/CSU’s attacks on the SPD proved effective. After the election, the
Bundesgeschäftsstelle sent out questionnaires to all of the district party organizations
inquiring about their propaganda’s effectiveness and the how well organized the
campaign had been. This leaflet, along with the poster “All roads of Marxism lead
to Moscow,” were reported by district-level CDU/CSU organizations to be extremely effective, resonating deeply with the population.99 Taken as a whole, the
CDU/CSU’s propaganda captured the spirit of the times and the o verall mood
and fears of the electorate.The events of the summer of 1953 heightened the perceived threat from the S oviet Union. In July 1952 an I nstitut für D emoskopie
survey indicated that 66 per cent of West Germans felt threatened by the Soviet
Union. Although there are no surveys that pursue this question into the summer
of 1953, undoubtedly this sentiment remained high, especially after the 17 June
uprising. In September 1955, 56 percent of West Germans believed that the Russians still wanted to make Germany communist.100 But perhaps more importantly,
the CDU/CSU had created a coherent theme for their campaign. E conomic reconstruction, the SPD’s unreliability, and the thr eat of communism w ere fused
together to demonstrate to West Germans the need to stay the course.
In the 1953 election campaign not only did the CDU/CSU take credit for West
Germany’s economic upswing and link it to the par ty’s foreign policy, but economic propaganda increasingly focused upon the idea that r econstruction and
economic success were a source of national identity and central to the legitimacy
of the newly formed Federal Republic of Germany. The functioning of individual men and women within the fr ee market was represented not only as satisfying individual needs or desires, but also as an essential element in the creation of
the new West German state. As the CDU/CSU politician who spoke for the conThis open access edition has been made available under a CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 license thanks to the support of Knowledge Unlatched. Not for resale.
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Illustration 5.5 Conversations on the left
sumer, Ludwig Erhard took center stage in marketing this ideology to West Germans—particularly to women voters. A year prior to the election, in a 28 June 1952
speech opening the exhibition of “Die Wirtschaft im Dienst der Hausfrau” (The
Economy in S ervice of the H ousewife), in Frankfurt, Erhard clearly ar ticulated
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the importance of economics in a free society. Addressing a mostly female crowd,
Erhard proclaimed that “[t]he mass of consumers is the judge of the economy, as
well as the economic system. . . .This economic system has given back to you the
first, the most basic, but also the most impor tant right of a democratic system,
that is the fr ee choice of consumption.” 101 From E rhard’s perspectiv e, women
controlled the cr ucial element in democracy—the fr eedom to consume—and
were consequently positioned as the key upholders of the ne wly formed Federal
Republic. For E rhard, consumer choice not only defined the West G erman
democracy, it set West Germany apart from both its eastern counterpart and the
Nazi past.102
This conception of economic gender r oles play ed itself out in the political
arena as revealed by the CDU/CSU’s electoral propaganda. In the last days before
the election, the CDU/CSU distributed a letter from Erhard addressed to housewives all o ver West Germany—a distribution totaling 5,280,000. 103 The letter
opened with: “You know what it means to be an economics minister. No one else
is so entrusted with the troubles and anxiety of keeping house. As the economics
minister of your family it is not much different for you as for me, the Federal Economics Minister.” Erhard went on to explain that housewives’ challenges, such as
making ends meet, taking care of purchases, and keeping the house in order, resembled the problems the economics minister faced. The letter finally connected
the public and political implications of women ’s private role as the “ economics
ministers of the household.” Erhard outlined the substantial material improvements
achieved in West Germany since the 1948 curr ency reform and warned women
that the gains from the previous five years could be lost by failing to vote correctly
in the upcoming election. The letter concluded with the words, “Help me to remove this danger, before it is too late. In the din of the election, do not follow a
voice [a clever pun since Stimme can also mean “vote”] other than your conscience
as the economics minister of your family.”
As he had done on other occasions, Erhard spoke in the letter not as a political r epresentative of the CDU/CSU, but rather as a F ederal R epublic cabinet
member. Erhard’s appeal helped cr eate a gendered sense of the go vernment and
civic duty by suggesting that women possessed a special insight into political and
economic developments. With their experience and kno wledge in making daily
economic decisions within the priv ate sphere, women had a r ole that paralleled
Erhard’s public role in the federal government. By making the correct decisions in
consumption, women w ere str engthening the ne wly founded West G erman
democracy. This knowledge demanded that they exert what was defined as their
civic duty of v oting for the CDU/CSU. Yet in no way did the letter hint that
women should extend their political influence bey ond their v ery clearly delineated realm within the home and at the ballot box.
Economic production and consumerist prosperity were means by which West
Germany’s Cold War rivalry with East Germany was carried out, and propaganda
regarding this issue was also constructed in a specifically gendered context. In Erhard’s letter to house wives, one means of legitimizing the F ederal Republic of
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Germany was to compare its economic development with that of East Germany.
Erhard asser ted that those who had doubted the social mar ket economy in
1948/49 and supported the planned economy only had to r emember the “sparrow portions” of food available at the time and look to the “perfectly terrible conditions of our sisters and brothers in the East” to appreciate that West Germany
had pursued the correct path and constituted, in fact, the legitimate Germany.104
In contrast to the 1949 campaign, in 1953 the CDU/CSU enjoyed the luxury
of propaganda campaigns r unning parallel to its o wn. Perhaps having a wider
reach than the propaganda generated by organizations affiliated with the Federal
Press Agency, Die Waage, the business-funded organization advertising the social
market economy, geared up its effor ts for the upcoming B undestag election. 105
While much of the CDU/CSU’s 1953 propaganda concentrated on foreign policy issues, Die Waage exploited the growth of the West German economy to lend
support to the “bourgeois ” parties, with Economic Minister Ludwig Erhard assuming a pivotal role in the campaign. Die Waage’s advertisements echoed and reaffirmed the CDU/CSU’s vision of the social market economy and the economic
miracle—both with regard to the SPD’s dangerous connection to developments
in the East and in a gendered understanding of economic reconstruction. In addition, by extensively utilizing public opinion surveys and contracting a professional
advertising agent to shape its campaign, D ie Waage, if anything, was ev en out
ahead of the CDU/CSU in the application of modern public erlations techniques.
As an organization representing private business, rather than any particular political party, Die Waage had a difficult time formulating its advertisements in a way
the contributors found acceptable. In non-election years its campaigns focused on
strengthening support for the social market economy, improving labor-management
relations, and pr omoting social tranquility in West Germany. In election y ears,
however, the circumstances were decidedly different. Early in 1953 Die Waage’s
executive board decided its advisements should emphasiz e “Erhard’s social market economy” rather than mer ely the “social market economy,” because sur veys
from the I nstitut für D emoskopie had indicated the danger that some r eaders
would associate the social market economy” with the SPD due to the inclusion of
the word “social.” For that reason, Die Waage decided to personify the social market economy with Erhard in its advertisements prior to the Bundestag election.106
But this route created more problems. Most of Die Waage’s earlier advertising
had stressed more abstract economic ideas or promoted peaceful industrial relations
by depicting the rising prosperity enjoyed by West Germans. Some contributors
were concerned that an emphasis upon E rhard would naturally lend suppor t to
the CDU/CSU, at the expense of smaller bourgeois par ties. Die Waage’s advertising agent, Hanns Brose, suggested that one of its pre-election posters proclaim,
“We’re casting our v otes with one of the par ties that stand for L udwig Erhard’s
policy of the social market economy: CDU/CSU, DP, FDP.”107 Die Waage’s executive board vehemently rejected this in favor of focusing upon Erhard and not
mentioning any par ticular political par ty. This controversy illustrated a fundamental problem facing Die Waage. Its contributors were a varied group of indusThis open access edition has been made available under a CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 license thanks to the support of Knowledge Unlatched. Not for resale.
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trialists and entrepreneurs who wanted to promote the social market economy and
avoid the election of a SPD-led coalition, but did not necessarily want to support
the CDU/CSU explicitly. At the same time the organization was closely aligned
with Economics Minister Erhard—a leading political figure in the party. In nonelection years this conflict could be avoided because Erhard’s party allegiance was
secondary to his support of the social market economy. But this dilemma came to
the fore in 1953.
Leading up to the election, D ie Waage gear ed up its fundraising effor ts in
order to support its public relations efforts for the campaign. In March 1953, Die
Waage’s executive board sent out 30,000 letters acr oss the Federal Republic asking for donations. They also planned for Erhard to contact the leadership of larger
firms, such as Volkswagen and Siemens, more directly through personal letters.108
The letters sent to prospective donors explained that DM 2.5 million was needed
for Die Waage’s upcoming action. 109 Overall, Die Waage expended about DM
3.78 million in the 1952/53 campaigns, including about DM 3 million on magazine and newspaper advertisements, a considerable sum given that the entire SPD,
including local, r egional and national lev el organizations, spent about DM 3.5
million on its 1953 campaign.110 With this sum, Die Waage produced four major
advertising series betw een November 1952 and S eptember 1953, two of which
ran during the summer runup to the election. These two series featured eight different ads that appeared in over 450 magazines and ne wspapers with a total circulation of almost 20 million. I n addition, Die Waage distributed two different
posters and three films—which were generally short enactments of the ads.111
On 5 September 1953, the day befor e the election, D ie Waage published its
final campaign advertisement. It presented a stereotypical view of Erhard, with a
slight smile and his trademark cigar in his mouth (Illustration 5.6) and a slogan
that read “Wohlstand Aus Eigener Kraft” (Prosperity from one’s own efforts). Erhard figured prominently in the text: “Professor Dr. Ludwig Erhard, responsible
for the German economy, stands before us. He has achieved something decisive
for us.” The text recounted the dramatic rise of theWest German economy, comparing living conditions in 1948 with 1953. On the day of the currency reform,
it was Erhard who did away with the ration cards of the controlled economy. The
end of the text proclaimed: “Not all of the wounds from the war have healed. Not
all of the dangers threatening our economic health have been averted. It is a matter of securing our peaceful reconstruction and tomorrow we’ll give our vote to a
party which stands by ERHARD’S SOCIAL MARKET ECONOMY.” Although
giving the credit for West Germany’s economic boom to the social market economy, and not the CDU/CSU, the advertisement clearly dovetailed tidily with the
party’s emphasis on personalities and achiev ements. In addition, without mentioning the SPD it implicitly castigated that party as a danger to the progress West
Germany had achiev ed. The adv ertisement built upon earlier campaigns that
identified Erhard as the linchpin in West Germany’s economic success. In many
respects Die Waage was at the forefront of public relations efforts directly associating the economic miracle with the personality of Ludwig Erhard, despite some
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Illustration 5.6 Prosperity from one’s own efforts
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contributors’ objections to suppor ting a political figur e. His appearance on the
cover of Der Spiegel, accompanied by a six-page article published just prior to the
election, attested to Erhard’s growing popularity.
The article typified the image that industrialists, journalists, and politicians
had built around Erhard. Like Die Waage’s advertisements, the cover depicted Erhard smoking his trademar k cigar with the caption “ There is no G erman miracle.” E conomic pr osperity, the ar ticle explained, was based upon good ideas,
proper policies, and har d work. The article identified E rhard with the qualities
that many West Germans envisioned him possessing: optimism, decisiv eness, a
belief in his policies, and a connectedness with the common citiz en. The article
recounted many of E rhard’s actions that had become almost legendar y in West
Germany—especially the story of how he had “audaciously” ended many of the
economic controls and the rationing of many consumer goods after the currency
reform of June 1948. He stuck to his guns by retorting to General Clay’s and the
American militar y government’s accusations that the rationing r egulations had
been changed without the proper authority, that “I have not changed them. I have
rescinded them.” E rhard, the ar ticle explained, possessed an uncanny ability to
predict the future course of the economy, such as when he proclaimed that consumer goods prices would fall after the initial wav e of post–currency reform inflation. As the text explained, “that was the first in a series of predictions, whose
most mysteriously exact fulfillment gav e to the economist E rhard an odor
[Odeur] of which every African medicine man would be envious.” But most importantly, Erhard was portrayed as the consumer’s main defender. As the ar ticle
opened, Erhard was becoming irate with a waiter , accusing him of unfair pr ofiteering when he informed Erhard that the price of a cup of coffee would sink only
5 pfennig after an upcoming Erhard-engineered tax reduction. The article also related ho w E rhard was always quizzing his secr etary about the av ailability and
price of goods for ordinary consumers.112 This rising popularity was reflected in
the polls. Back in May 1951, in the midst of the Korean Crisis, only 14 percent
of respondents held a good opinion of E rhard, against 49 percent who recorded
a poor opinion. By May 1953, 37 percent had a good opinion of him. This figure had grown to 50 percent by May 1956.113
In addition, although they w ere planned independently of the CDU/CSU,
Die Waage’s advertisements not only jibed w ell with the par ty’s blurring of the
boundaries separating socialist planning in East G ermany and the SPD in West
Germany, but also they used the social mar ket economy as a means of defining
West German legitimacy itself. One advertisement appearing before the election
asked, “Would we earn more if . . .” (Illustration 5.7). The advertisement depicted
Fritz and Otto, the two working-class characters who had been developed in early
1953, lounging on a hill smoking cigarettes; standing in the background is a motorbike, symbolizing West Germany’s rising prosperity. Creating a scene in which
the reader is invited to share in what appears to be personal discussion, Fritz and
Otto debated the adv antages of the fr ee mar ket v ersus the planned economy .
When the puzzled Otto, representing the undecided voter, suggested to the “wise”
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Illustration 5.7

Would we earn more if . . .

Fritz that workers and employees would be better off in a planned economy, Fritz
reacted str ongly. “ You think so?” F ritz asked, “ What then does the individual
worker have in countries where the socialist planned economy has p‘ lanned’ everything?” Every aspect of the economy would be planned from above and the availability of goods would be limited. O ne would get only “a standardized German
suit, for your wife, a standardized dress, color gray.” No explanation was needed
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as to which country he meant. From a Cold War perspective, the advertisement
clearly blended the distinction between the SPD’s policies in West Germany and
the SED in communist East Germany. The two were identified as seeking the same
policies, and the advertisement implied that the West German worker would secure the same results. Only weeks after the Soviet tanks crushed the 17 June worker
protest calling for mor e consumer goods, this adv ertisement provided a str ong
message. The advertisement, playing off the West German sense of anxiety r egarding both geopolitics and economics, concluded with: “Decide yourself: either
the dangerous experiment of the planned economy—or continued pr ogress and
the increase of our standard of living through Erhard’s social market economy.”
In one of its last advertisements before the election, Die Waage declared that
“The people hav e the last wor d” in another dialogue adv ertisement featuring
Fritz and Otto (Illustration 5.8). The advertisement, based on the original F ritz
and Otto test ad, depicted the characters in a “Stammkneipe,” or their local bar,
listening to Erhard on the radio—cr eating the sense, as in other F ritz and Otto
ads, that the reader was invited into the characters’ inner circle of space. All eyes
in the bar looked intently at the radio, as if hanging on the minister’s every word.
Clearly the context of the advertisement suggested that they were listening to one
of his campaign br oadcasts, thereby injecting E rhard’s spirit into the adv ertisement, despite his physical absence. B y str essing that the “ people hav e the last
word,” the association of radio with that N azi propaganda that had spe wed out
of Goebbel’s “Volksempfänger” (people’s receiver) in the Third Reich was replaced
with the idea that Fritz and Otto (and implicitly the r eaders) were participating
in another episode of Erhard’s and the voters’ ongoing “discussion.”114 In the ad’s
opening, Erhard proclaimed that one of his tasks was to give the German people
courage and confidence. B y claiming that cer tain unnamed elements desir ed to
push the German people into doubt and worry, Erhard was clearly referring to the
SPD campaign propaganda and the DGB’s recent denouncements of the social
market economy. “They want these hard-working people never to become satisfied in their lives,” Erhard argued. At this point Erhard’s speech trailed off to Fritz
and Otto’s dialogue.
In this context, O tto, who thr oughout the series r epresented the undecided
voter, now agreed with Erhard. Both Fritz and Otto were convinced that much
had been accomplished since the war, both by workers and industrialists. “But we
are not over the hump, and the tr oublemakers are stirring things up ,” Otto explained. It was easy for such “ troublemakers” to talk, since they did not hav e to
shoulder any r esponsibility. Moreover, as Fritz added, they can pr omise “everything under the sun” (Blaue von Himmel)—an attempt to undermine the SPD’s
attacks against the Adenauer government. The text led the reader to two choices:
“State controlled economy of the functionaries—or progress in freedom and further improvement of our living standards through our economic system, tested in
the most difficult times, through Erhard’s social market economy.” The message
was the same: the SPD was composed of “ functionaries” who w ere more interested in ideology than the welfare of Germans. The bourgeois interests were sendThis open access edition has been made available under a CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 license thanks to the support of Knowledge Unlatched. Not for resale.
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Illustration 5.8 The people have the last word
ing a clear message: they were beyond ideology and concerned only with concrete
results.
The advertisements identified the 1948 currency reform and the introduction
of the social market economy as crucial turning points in the fates of both charThis open access edition has been made available under a CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 license thanks to the support of Knowledge Unlatched. Not for resale.
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acters and West Germany itself. Fritz and Otto could reassert their proper roles as
men because the ne w economic or der gave back to them their ability to earn a
wage. In one advertisement celebrating the five-year anniversary of the introduction of the Deutsche Mark, Otto dismissed the whole currency reform as a mere
“fraud.” Fritz responded incredulously, “Would you rather return to the time of
the controlled and planned economy when w e worked only for calories, homegrown tobacco [Siedlerstolz], and shoddy goods?” The social mar ket economy
had pulled Fritz and Otto out of the bad times. It was Erhard who “brought production and buying power back into balance and helped us all to work again, to
buy, and to consume.” The r eturn of a stable curr ency had r estored meaning
back to these men’s lives by giving them the ability to work and produce. Thus the
advertisements aimed to show how workers such as Fritz and Otto had benefited
concretely from the intr oduction of the fr ee market, and in fact, become mor e
middle class, as seen by the portrayal of Fritz in more middle-class clothing, by his
efforts to buy a house in subsequent advertisements, and by Fritz and Otto’s more
management-friendly views of labor relations. The underlying message was that
their hard work and Erhard’s social market economy had ensured “progress and
social peace.”
Not surprisingly, an initial test survey showed the Fritz and Otto series as less
effective with female than male readers. Women, for instance, were more likely to
believe either that the doubting Otto was correct or that each character was right
in his o wn way—a per ception Die Waage did not want to cr eate. In addition,
women were less likely to grasp the main point of the advertisement. In general,
the survey indicated that women w ere not interested in abstract ideas about the
economy.115 In response, Die Waage began developing new advertisements geared
to a female audience, with an early example appearing just prior to the second
Bundestag election in the fall of 1953 (Illustration 5.9). The advertisement’s slogan pr oclaimed, “ We women hav e forgotten nothing, and fur thermore hav e
learned a thing or two .” By addressing the reader in the first person plural, D ie
Waage hoped to get women to identify with a common female experience—similar to what been achiev ed in the text of the CDU/CSU’ s illustrated magazine,
Die Entscheidung. The ad opened with, “Really, is it already five years ago that we
began to lead an existence worthy of humanity?” It continued with recollections
from the immediate postwar years, most notably women’s experience as “continually overtired, undernourished, perpetually standing in lines,” along with tr eks
to the countryside in search of food to feed their families.
As in the Fritz and Otto series, this advertisement pointed to the currency reform of 1948 as the turning point for women ’s experience. With the curr ency
reform women could now become “normal housewives.” Suddenly they had been
transformed from “ration card holders” into valued customers. Once the shelves
were suddenly filled with goods, the pain of the early postwar y ears was sw ept
away: “Can a man at all understand, what this change immediately meant for us
women, who had suffered most bitterly under conditions that not only broke the
remainder of our self confidence, but also brought us to the brink of total despair
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Illustration 5.9 We women have forgotten nothing, and fur thermore have
learned a thing or two
having to view the begging eyes of our children?” The advertisement linked economic development with what was portrayed as a fundamental source of identity
for a woman: the r ole of housewife, mother and nur turer of children, and consumer. Harking back to the some of the themes of the CDU/CSU campaign, especially Erhard’s letter to housewives, the availability of consumer goods did not
just satisfy personal needs or desir es but allowed women to per form their “natThis open access edition has been made available under a CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 license thanks to the support of Knowledge Unlatched. Not for resale.
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ural” domestic roles. The economic dislocations of the postwar years had cast these
roles into doubt, or at least had undermined women ’s ability to per form these
functions fully. The advertisement, like some of the posters fr om the 1949 election campaign, implied that women became more feminine when they regained
their domestic duties. As with the Fritz and Otto advertisements, the underlying
message was that difficult times w ere associated with the “ planned economy”
when ration car ds w ere used, while economic r ebirth and r econstruction of a
properly functioning society were connected with the intr oduction of the social
market economy. It was thus in defense of this conception of femininity that: “We
women have decided—for ERHARD’S SOCIAL MARKET ECONOMY.”
In using varied strategies tailored to women and men, Die Waage constructed
different meanings of the social market economy and the economic miracle. Although the F ritz and O tto adv ertisements did not incorporate many abstract
ideas on the economy because Die Waage’s board sought concrete examples of improvements resulting from the social market economy, they did try to impart to
men some sort of basic knowledge of how the economy works, including discussions on inflation, the determination of a currency’s value, and the importance of
exports for West Germany. Despite using more slang, the Fritz and Otto advertisements also were somewhat preachy and didactic. In contrast, advertisements
directed toward a female audience tended to go dir ectly to personal experiences
particular to women, as opposed to mor e general and abstract ideas about economics. However, advertisements for both men and women clearly linked their
private actions as pr oducers and consumers to public conceptions of the legitimacy and strength of the Federal Republic itself and the effectiv eness of the social market economy. Indeed, the advertisements defined their economic roles as
their primary civic duties: to produce and to consume was to take par t in creating the new Federal Republic and to erase all vestiges of the recent past.
These strategies for male and female r eaders w ere perhaps best illustrated
through a set of brochures available by mail to readers of Die Waage’s advertisements. The most widely circulated booklet appealing to men, “Steigende Produktivität, wachsender Wohlstand” (I ncreasing Productivity, G rowing Prosperity),
gave a short lesson on free market economics. It addressed the importance of raising production so that prosperity for all could be achieved. Increased production,
the pamphlet proclaimed, meant “the end of class struggle,” and would “make life
worth living.” The brochure for women, entitled Lieber Leserin . . . (Dear [female]
Reader . . .), took a different tack. It explained that “[i]n the social market economy, women have a special mission. S ince 80 percent of the pay is managed b y
women, it can be said: All of economic dev elopment is determined in large part
by women.” Again, women ’s impor tance in the economy was not defined b y
their function in the economy through production, but rather through their role
as consumers in what were considered their natural domestic duties of child rearing and purchasing consumer goods for the family.
Taken together, during the 1953 campaign D ie Waage and the CDU/CSU
effectively portrayed the rising level of consumption in West Germany to get AdeThis open access edition has been made available under a CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 license thanks to the support of Knowledge Unlatched. Not for resale.
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nauer’s go vernment r eelected. They both utiliz ed Cold War tensions to raise
doubts about the SPD’s capacity to govern. In addition, they expressed the civic
values of economic reconstruction in clearly gendered terms. For men, the strong
West German economy reaffirmed their masculine role as strong producers able
to provide for their families. Their nation’s and their own fates were interlinked.
For women, economic gro wth and the ability to take car e of the consumption
needs in the priv ate spher e underscor ed the legitimacy of West Germany as a
whole. The CDU/CSU and Die Waage thus offered a sense of personal and national identity rooted in a gender ed understanding of the economy that pr oved
highly effective with the electorate.
There ar e undoubtedly parallels betw een the CDU/CSU’ s campaign techniques and those used in the Weimar Republic, particularly by the Nazis during
their rise to po wer.116 First, like the N azis, the CDU/CSU sought to become a
Volkspartei that crossed the traditional social, religious, and regional divisions that
plagued German politics from the middle of the nineteenth century through the
demise of the Weimar R epublic. Both par ties’ pr opaganda ev oked the idea of
regenerating a sense of Germanness, be it a racial Volksgemeinschaft in the Third
Reich or a productive/consumerist community in West Germany, meant to unify
the nation across traditional social and cultural divisions. A t the same time they
both created a polarizing wedge between themselves and those outside their vision
of the G erman community—especially against M arxists—and they por trayed
themselves as protecting the nation from the Marxist threat from within and without. Second, Nazi and often times early CDU/CSU pr opaganda was characterized by over-the-top accusations, slander, and emotional appeals in attempts to
move the amorphous masses b y psy chological means. This was accomplished
within the context of a highly organiz ed and effective propaganda machine that
was centrally directed but allowed for more grassroots initiatives according to the
prerogatives of the local population.117
Adolf Hitler wrote in Mein Kampf (My Struggle) that the rational abilities of
the masses were quite lacking and that all effective propaganda must “be limited
to a few points and must harp on these in slogans, until the last member of the
public understands what you want him to understand.” Josef Goebbels, the Nazi
Party’s propaganda leader beginning in 1930 and the minister of public enlightenment within the Third Reich, echoed Hitler’s views in his notion that pr opaganda had to be simple, r epetitive, and often symbolic. 118 Although the
CDU/CSU’s propaganda was clearly more muted than the N azis’, Adenauer reflected a similar philosophy in 1949 when he spoke of r eaching the “primitive”
levels of society and argued that pr opaganda “must speak simply to the public,
not too much, few thoughts, large ideas simply represented”—an approach most
notably illustrated by CDU/CSU posters such as the hovering Mongol face from
the 1949 campaign and the “All roads of Marxism lead to Moscow” from 1953.119
Ultimately, their propaganda did not attempt to rationally engage the public about
specific ideas, but sought to attract attention emotionally and to pound the public with the parties’ ideological views.
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Third, in order to reach the broadest markets, both parties borrowed heavily
from commercial advertising to modernize their political propaganda. They both
saw themselves as selling a political pr oduct to the electorate on a mass mar ket
scale. Josef G oebbels commented in a 1930 essay on N ational S ocialism and
modern political propaganda that “we shall utilize the most modern adv ertising
means in service of our movement” and wanted local Nazi propaganda offices to
study commer cial adv ertising methods and apply them in the par ty’s electoral
campaigns.120 Clearly all political par ties during the Weimar Republic were influenced by commercial advertising, but by virtue of their extensive use of symbols and logos, such as the swastika, continuously repeated slogans, and attempts
to influence “opinion makers” in society, the Nazi propaganda methods were the
most up-to-date. As Sabine Behrenbeck has suggested, after 1930 the focus on the
“Führerkult” around Hitler could be seen as a key aspect of creating a brand name
reflecting the “corporate identity” of the Nazi Party through the same means used
in commer cial adv ertising. A strikingly similar phenomenon was emerging in
1953, as the CDU/CSU emphasiz ed its leadership, and in par ticular Adenauer,
who functioned as a brand name for the par ty symbolizing its character and
themes of stability, security, and reconstruction.121 This approach would only be
intensified in the 1957 campaign.
There were, however, important differences in the experiences of the two parties. By 1953 the CDU/CSU campaign was lessening the importance in its propaganda, especially its graphic media, of appeals characterized solely by emotional,
evocative, and symbolic associations that sought to r elease inner psy chological
desires of the masses. I n this regard, the Nazi and earlier CDU/CSU posters r eflected longer-term traditions in E uropean poster art.122 During the 1953 campaign, armed with more precise public opinion and sociological data, tools that
the Nazis lacked, the CDU/CSU began to transform its pr opaganda techniques
based upon more American-style public relations and advertising—especially in
print advertisements and party-illustrated magazines. European advertising traditions dictated a focus upon selling the aesthetic and emotiv e qualities of the
“Ding an sich” (thing in itself ), such as Hitler in the case of the N azis. But now,
the CDU/CSU’s propaganda efforts, and those of like-minded groups such as Die
Waage, became concerned with the vie ws of the individual v oter and sought to
enter into a discussion with that voter on what benefits the party offered within
a clear social context. Both appr oaches ar e ultimately manipulativ e, but the
method centered more upon the “two-way concept” resulted in less heavy-handed
and more sophisticated propaganda that sought to wor k on the r eader both rationally and emotionally.
Both Goebbels and Hans Domizlaff, the German advertising giant of the first
half of the twentieth century, drew heavily from the work of the French sociologist Gustave Le Bon on the irrationality, gullibility, and unconscious malleability
of the crowd as a guide for influencing the amorphous masses in political and advertising campaigns.123 In contrast, a CDU/CSU after-report on the 1953 campaign commented that Le Bon’s view of the masses no longer had validity because
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he viewed public opinion as simply too irrational. Instead, from the CDU/CSU’s
perspective, public opinion was more complicated, yet also more knowable using
the right tools. It was a function of r eligious beliefs, worldviews, family and national circumstances, and historical dev elopment intersecting with a par ticular,
present social situation. Therefore, within this complicated social situation, the report concluded, the executive committee of the CDU/CSU and the F ederal Press
Agency used public opinion surveys to determine which issues possessed particular importance for voters in the campaign. It was upon these responses that the party
based its campaign.124 The CDU/CSU increasingly took into account a pluralistic society whose individual members had to be understood and mor e carefully
spoken to, resulting in more receiver-oriented rather than sender-oriented electoral appeals. As shown by the “All roads of Marxism lead to Moscow” poster, the
CDU/CSU did not completely abandon the older style of electioneering, but retained a mix of styles in its campaigning during the 1950s. B y the time of the
1957 campaign, however, American-style public relations and advertising that included a more “two-way concept” of communication was coming to the fore.
The serious preparations for the SPD election campaign began in early 1952.
The SPD yearbook reported that “the plan for the direct election propaganda was
drafted in the summer of 1952, decided in the autumn of 1952, and carried out
from the beginning of 1953 on.” Compared with the CDU/CSU’s efforts to centralize its own campaign, the SPD campaign was ev en more centralized than its
rivals, due in large par t to a dev eloped party organization with a clear chain of
command under the Parteivorstand (executive committee) consisting of Bezirke
organizations (district), Unterbezirke organizations (subdistrict), and Ortsvereine
(local associations). 125 In the autumn of 1952, the pr ess and pr opaganda committee under the leadership of executive committee member Fritz Heine began to
put together drafts of posters and leaflets in preparation for the election. During
late 1952 and early 1953 the executive committee and the various Arbeitgemeinschaften (working groups) began to review the work of the press and propaganda
committee. Also during this time, the 240 party secretaries and local party representatives por ed o ver the pr opaganda material with the pr ess and pr opaganda
committee, in or der to familiariz e the par ty organization with the conceptual
plans of the party leadership and to solicit suggestions for fur ther refinement of
the material. In preparation for the campaign, Heine visited a number of regional
party organizations to instr uct them r egarding the technical and organizational
planning of the campaign. In comparison to the CDU/CSU, the SPD made little use of polling or professional publicists to produce campaign material, and in
many cases the par ty leadership inv olved itself in some of the most technical
campaigning details. As a consequence of the involvement at the various levels of
the party’s organization, the propaganda was planned well in advance of the election and unmistakably r eflected the sentiments of the par ty’s leaders, membership, and core constituents, although not necessarily those of potential voters.126
With the death of Kurt Schumacher in August 1952, the SPD entered a period
of transition, particularly in terms of its economic policy as it moved away from
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its support of a planned economy. At its September 1952 Parteitag (party conference) in Dortmund, the SPD issued an Aktionsprogramm (action program) that
called for socialization of basic industries alone, incr eased living standar ds for
everyone in society, and a mor e just distribution of the economic w ealth. Most
importantly, the program endorsed economic planning of the political economy,
but competition within individual industries. F ollowing the announcement of
the Dortmund program, Karl Schiller, a leading SPD economics expert, summed
up the party’s position with the phrase: “Competition as much as possible, planning as much as necessar y.”127 Clearly, the SPD was not y et endorsing the fr ee
market, but in 1952 the party had already begun the long and painful road to the
1959 Bad Godesberg Program whereby it gave up its Marxist ideology.
The party’s leadership reiterated these positions at the SPD’s official opening
of the campaign in a May 1953 Wahlkongreß (election congress), held in a Frankfurt hall decked out in a sea of r ed flags and banners. In the culminating speech
of the congress, Erich Ollenhauer, the SPD’s leading candidate for chancellor and
chairman of the ex ecutive committee, laid out the major themes of the campaign. As Ollenhauer explained, because the SPD had been in opposition for the
last four y ears, the par ty could not base its pr opaganda upon its r ecord in government. Accordingly, Ollenhauer concentrated on pointing out the deficiencies
of the government and at the same time highlighting the par ty’s corresponding
goals in the next years. Much of Ollenhauer’s speech critiqued the government’s
foreign policy, including its support of the European Defense Community and its
inability to achieve unification. In the economic realm, Ollenhauer lashed out at
the government as pursuing “the policies of the retention and strengthening of the
political and economic position of po wer for large pr operty [Großbesitz]. It is a
policy of the restoration.”128 In many respects the speech set the tone for the SPD
campaign by situating the party as negating CDU/CSU policies—a natural position for a party in opposition, but never really fully articulating a constructive and
positive platform to be offered as an alternative. This problematic approach surfaced in the SPD’s economics propaganda that concentrated on negativ e developments of the economy, especially the rise in prices.
One of the challenges confronting the SPD was that in contrast to the federal
government, and b y extension the CDU/CSU, the par ty in the 1950s did not
fully utilize public opinion surveys to conceptualize and formulate its campaigns
strategies. In June 1948 Karl von Stackelberg of the EMNID Institut in Bielefeld
wrote the head of the SPD, Kurt Schumacher, explaining the importance of the
growing field of public opinion research. Although not showing exactly how, Von
Stackelberg stressed that EMNID could tailor surveys for the SPD’s specific use.
It does not appear, however, that Schumacher responded to the letter.129 According to Elisabeth Noelle-Neumann, Carlo Schmid, one of the leading S ocial Democrats, tried in 1949 to persuade Schumacher to wor k with the I nstitut für
Demoskopie, but to no avail.130
It was not until after its defeat in the 1953 B undestag election that the SPD
began r etaining polling institutes to supply polling data used par ticularly for
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preparation of its election campaigns. 131 In October 1955, F ritz H eine, who
headed the SPD election campaigns, approached von Stackelberg of EMNID to
request a public opinion sur vey for B aden-Württemberg in pr eparation for the
1956 state election. 132 Stackelberg regretted to inform H eine that EMNID was
already under contract to conduct two surveys before the election.133 At this point,
it appears, the SPD contacted the opinion research group DIVO (Deutsches Institut für Volksumfragen, German Institute for P ublic Opinion) to conduct its
surveys for the 1957 Bundestag election campaign, along with subscribing to the
general surveys from EMNID. In any case, in 1953 the SPD subscribed to the
EMNID Institut’s regularly conducted polls on public opinion trends, but it did
not yet receive specialized surveys on specific topics such as those the CDU/CSU
contracted from the I nstitut für D emoskopie. Although leer y of the v alidity of
these surveys because they were not sufficiently representative and their questions
were rather limited, the SPD’s leadership regarded the surveys as somewhat useful for guiding their campaign in the most general way.
In a June 1953 meeting with the par ty secretaries, the press and propaganda
committee was par ticularly struck by the sur vey’s findings that, as of A pril, 33
percent of the population was still undecided and therefore represented potential
SPD voters. Yet to their chagrin, it also showed that a higher percentage of voters
were already committed to the CDU/CSU compared to the party’s results in the
1949 election, and that their rival’s popularity had been growing since July 1952.
Also alarming was the committee’s discovery that workers were more likely to be
still undecided than were core elements of the CDU/CSU’s support, such as the
independently employed, farmers, white-collar wor kers, and bureaucrats. Thus,
the committee concluded, the SPD had to redouble its efforts “to lift the haze of
government propaganda lies” for all to see the pr esent situation clearly.134 Undoubtedly this message had a potential audience, for EMNID sur veys did show
that West Germans were concerned about such issues as incr eased prices and a
shortage in home construction.135 It was the issue of prices that the SPD would
use to go on the attack, but as the par ty secretaries’ meeting revealed, the working class was still the party’s principal target audience.
Not only did the campaign’s target audience reflect traditional SPD concerns,
its propaganda material reflected older approaches. Although the SPD expressed
a desire “to test and apply new advertising and propaganda methods,” the bulk of
campaign materials w ere of the traditional sor t. The organization leaned most
heavily upon posters, leaflets, and election newspapers, which had a circulation of
6.6, 8.2, and 8.5 million copies r espectively. However, the SPD did utiliz e new
audio recordings and films. The recordings included relatively short political talks
intermixed with musical cabaret. But the results proved disappointing due to the
recordings’ poor sound quality and the inadequate sound equipment for projecting the recordings. The films, on the other hand, were regarded as particularly effective. The party distributed three films, one of which was a short cartoon under
two minutes long. The 35-minute-long Jahre der Entscheidung (Year of Decision)
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macher’s protests and demands on the par ticular issues of the day . The twelveminute Für Deutschland und Europe (For Germany and E urope) contained excerpts of Ollenhauer’s address at the Frankfurt election congress. An after-report
of the campaign concluded that although the films w ere effectiv e at cer tain
events, their cost might hav e outw eighed their usefulness. 136 Special election
newspapers in four different issues played an especially important role in the election campaign for no other reason than their mass circulation of about 1 million
copies each. 137 One of them, Das deutsche Wunder (The German Miracle) dealt
particularly with economics.
The newspaper was typical of the SPD’s attacks against the CDU/CSU: it depicted the stress caused by the rise in prices, questioned the social security ofWest
Germans, and por trayed A denauer’s leading economics exper ts, especially E rhard, as merely serving the interests of large industr y. Das deutsche Wunder supplemented other SPD attacks against the CDU/CSU in r egard to industr y’s
contributions to its campaigns. O ne such example was Unternehmermillionen
kaufen politische Macht (Industrial M illions B uy Political Power). This rather
lengthy pamphlet published for the 1953 campaign supplied documentar y evidence, including memos, letters, and meeting notes, of industry’s contributions to
the bourgeois parties. Other pieces of propaganda made the same point, although
in a form more accessible to the public.
A prominent feature of Das deutsche Wunder was that it took direct aim at Die
Waage’s advertisements with a weakly constructed satire of Fritz and Otto. Employing a tone that was decidedly r eminiscent of Die Waage’s advertisements, a
questioning Otto, crafted to represent the average West German who believed Erhard was responsible for the German miracle, asked Fritz what was the source of
the production increase in West Germany. Fritz informed Otto that the effort of
West Germany’s workers, not Erhard’s, had brought about this economic reconstruction. The myth of the currency reform was bunk, Fritz claimed, because the
subsequent rise in prices had dir ectly hurt consumers. Finally, Fritz asked O tto
whether “you think it’s right that a small group of Germans live better today compared to before the war, while millions live much worse?” In the end, Otto went
away converted, agreeing with Fritz that a new economic policy must be found.
This dialogue, like much of the SPD’s propaganda as whole, aimed to sho w the
negative side of the economic miracle, including the government’s responsibility
for the growth in economic inequality.138
If this article demonstrates anything, it is the SPD’ s acute awar eness of D ie
Waage’s effective campaigns and the party’s conviction that it had to provide some
sort of response. Seizing upon Fritz and Otto from the dialogue advertisements,
the party concluded that the characters w ere so well known that they could use
their actual names when satirizing them. With the growth in the economy and
the West Germans’ perception that their conditions were improving, the SPD was
clearly on the defensive in terms of the issue of economics. Although West Germany’s ongoing economic reconstruction and expansion could not be denied, the
SPD tried to demonstrate in Das deutsche Wunder that this process was benefiting
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only a few. This special campaign newspaper underscored the fact that the SPD
was still attempting to appeal only to the core of its traditional support. The figures depicted throughout Das deutsche Wunder tended to be working-class types
positioned at the lower end of the economic ladder. Accordingly, the messages in
this campaign newspaper were attractive only to this segment of the electorate.
But it was doubtful that this message achiev ed much r esonance among the
general West German populace. As one CDU/CSU report commented after the
election, with the incr eased economic gr owth, ever expanding segments of the
population were accepting the government’s market policies and becoming increasingly skeptical of the SPD’s planned economy slogans. 139 Evidence of economic
improvement abounded. Income increased at an average annual rate of 9.7 percent
between 1950 and 1959. Between 1950 and 1954, employees’ gross income grew
40 percent. In the 1950s the Federal Statistics Office conducted an ongoing study of
an “average consumer group” made up of a sample of 250 families from a middlelevel income bracket with two par ents and two childr en. The study found that
“fixed expenses,” consisting of food, housing, heat, and lighting, continued to decrease through the 1950s from 62.3 percent of expenses in 1950 to 49.8 percent
in 1957, thereby allowing these families to spend more on consumer and luxury
goods. Critics of these surveys, mostly from research institutes supported by the
trade unions, doubted whether these groups were truly representative. Clearly budgets remained tight and luxury spending was limited in the first half of the 1950s,
but the trends in the figures did reflect an expanding living standard for a substantial group of West Germans.140 Although it was true that a few in West Germany
were becoming very rich from economic reconstruction, the overall improvement
of most people’s conditions was hard to deny. Pre-election polling indicated that
the vast majority of West German perceived their economic conditions as either
improving or r emaining the same since the y ear befor e.141 Undoubtedly, pensioners and women “standing alone,” groups left out of the Federal Statistics Office’s study, continued to struggle, but for most the trend was clearly upwards.
The SPD also played into the hands of the CDU/CSU through its focus in the
campaign upon personalities. Early on in the campaign F ritz Heine stressed the
necessity of highlighting the SPD’s leadership with slogans such as “N o to Adenauer—Yes to Ollenhauer” and “Out with Adenauer—We vote Ollenhauer.”142
Eventually the slogan “Ollenhauer instead of Adenauer” was featured on one of the
SPD’s main posters.143 Adenauer’s popularity, evidenced by public opinion polls,
doomed this strategy to failur e. A J une 1953 I nstitut für D emoskopie poll indicated that 51 percent of respondents believed Adenauer was the most capable
German politician, compared to only 6 percent endorsing Ollenhauer.144 Ollenhauer could not match Adenauer’s charisma on the stump or his forceful personality that projected through the media, not to mention A denauer’s advantage of
a huge publicity machine geared to generate his positive image. Even at the time,
the SPD’s strategy appeared fatally flawed to anyone familiar with the polling results, and the CDU/CSU’s success in the election confirmed the folly of placing
Ollenhauer as Adenauer’s main antagonist.145
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The SPD’s share of the vote fell short of expectations, with the party securing
28.8 percent compared to the CDU/CSU’s 45.2 percent. At the first postelection
executive committee meeting, Ollenhauer expressed disappointment, although he
optimistically pointed out that the SPD’s votes had increased by 1 million. He indicated a sense of SPD isolation by comparing the current political situation with
the thr eat of the H arzburg Front, the amalgamation of right-wing gr oups including the Nazis that had formed in 1931 in opposition to a centrist government
and contributed to the collapse of the Weimar government. He feared that a “coordination process” (Gleichschaltungprozess) of the right’s control of the radio and
press would ensue in West Germany. Perhaps most despairingly, Fritz Heine, the
press and propaganda committee chairperson, commented that he did not believe
there would be another fr ee election in four y ears and that this mar ked the beginning of the end for democracy in West Germany. The SPD had to become
more aggressive, he said—in many respects reflecting the old guard’s conception
of harsh ideological war fare with political opponents that had pr evailed in the
Weimar era.
However, other voices were raised at the meeting. Fritz Henßler, an executive
committee member fr om N orth Rhine–Westphalia, sharply attacked H eine by
stating that in the future a man under such psychological pressure should not be
the party’s press chief. Others commented that the party’s organization was weak,
and it had made mistakes in its pr opaganda. Ernst Reuter, the reforming mayor
of West Berlin, observed that “[t]he people haven’t responded to our anti-Erhard
propaganda. We must now lead our campaign positively and Hamburg [the site
of the next local elections] is the first test. Perhaps the electorate heard too much
of our ‘no’ and not our positive efforts.” Waldemar von Knöringen concurred that
“during the campaign the SPD was too much on the defensive, its attacks on Erhard economic policy were not convincing, and its policies were too much about
negation” (Nein-Parole).146
After the SPD’s defeat in the election, this dissatisfaction per vaded not only
the executive committee, but the entire party apparatus as well, especially among
the party’s reformers. A combined session of the executive committee, party committee, control commission, district secretaries, parliamentary fraction, and state
ministers on 17 S eptember analyzed the mistakes and lessons of the 1953 campaign. Some of the reformers of the party, such as Willy Brandt, complained that
“[o]ur slogans did not always draw any enthusiasm. We must become a catch-all
party [Volkspartei] without giving up being a workers’ party.” Other reformers also
voiced dissatisfaction with the way the campaign had been run. Karl Schiller, one
of the main reformers in the area of economics, commented that “[s]ocialization
has been discredited by its misuse in the Eastern Zone. The slogan of social security was a flop with the people. It must be appended with the demand for social
improvement.”
At the end of the meeting Ollenhauer defended the SPD’s propaganda methods. He commented that he was pr oud that the SPD had conducted a fair election campaign and added that a campaign of the type led by Adenauer was out of
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the question. 147 Clearly the par ty was not r eady to r evamp its pr opaganda approach. Nevertheless, in other quar ters of the SPD, par ty members began criticizing the orientation of the party’s “vocabulary of agitation.” The social minister
of Lower Saxony, Heinrich Albertz, commented in the SPD organ Neue Vorwärts
that the language of the SPD’s propaganda was directed entirely toward the proletariat. The party had to develop new methods to attract the broad masses so that
it could jump the 30 percent hurdle.148 The process of reforming the SPD’s propaganda was underway, but the effects of this undertaking would not be noticeably apparent in the 1957 election. I n many r espects, the SPD was operating
within a vastly different paradigm from that of the CDU/CSU, which clearly supported Noelle-Neumann’s view that public opinion surveys were a form of social
control. Instead, the SPD subscribed to a method that sought to rationally engage
the electorate in order to convince it of the benefits of the party’s political vision.
Unfortunately for the SPD this vision spoke only to the working class.
The CDU/CSU tallied huge gains in the Bundestag election on 6 September
1953, snaring 45.2 percent of the vote, up from 31 percent in 1949. International
issues such as the r eunification of G ermany, West Germany’s rearmament, and
the political fallout fr om the S oviet suppression of the 17 J une uprising play ed
crucial roles in the campaign. Nevertheless, some postelection surveys did suggest
the impor tance of other issues—including economics. 149 One question asked
CDU/CSU voters why they had cast their ballot for the CDU/CSU. Their answers were varied. The leading reply, with 30 percent, was Adenauer’s personality
and his pr estige in the world—r eflecting to a cer tain extent the impor tance of
geopolitical issues in the campaign. The second-ranking r esponse was r eligious
reasons, with 21 percent. Economic progress came in third at 19 percent, while
satisfaction with the CDU’ s successes, which could include economic dev elopment, ranked fourth with 17 percent. By contrast, when the same question was
posed to SPD voters, 69 percent expressed their belief that the SPD represented
the interests of the worker.150 What is striking is the difference in the diversity of
responses. While CDU/CSU v oters cited a number of r easons for casting their
ballot for the CDU/CSU, SPD voters were attracted to the party predominately
for one reason: it defended the interests of the worker. This response reflected the
fact that the SPD was a party limited to a single issue that could attract voters. In
many respects, the SPD propaganda reaffirmed the narrow basis of the party’s appeal. It could be seen as inspiring its cor e constituents to get out and cast their
ballots rather than attracting new supporters.
This greater diversity of reasons for voting for the CDU/CSU was also reflected
in the par ty’s sociological suppor t. G iven the backgr ound of the CDU/CSU,
Catholics constituted a large part of the party’s vote, reflecting a clear continuity
in Catholic voting behavior between Weimar elections and the 1953 election. In
the 1924 Reichstag election, 55 percent of all Catholic votes were cast for the Center Party, while in 1953 about 52 per cent of all Catholics v oted for the CDU/
CSU. In other words, the CDU/CSU won over the base of the Weimar-era Center Party. But it was significant that the CDU/CSU was able to branch out to new
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groups without losing support from its core group of Catholics. In the 1953 election a little over 35 percent of the CDU/CSU’s vote came from Protestants, by no
means an insignificant figure. The CDU/CSU was still the “Christian par ty” in
the Federal Republic’s par ty system, with 58 per cent of its v oters regularly attending church.151 However, most of the par ty’s propaganda ignored or play ed
down religious or cultural issues in fav or of highlighting international or economic issues so as not to alienate less devout, often times Protestant voters. It was
the churches, especially the Catholic Church, that made the preferred party and
candidate clear to their congregations.
The CDU/CSU’s ability to reach out to groups outside its core also came into
play with regard to electoral support and social class. Although the SPD was clearly
the workers’ party, surveys indicated that the CDU/CSU was able to garner 24
percent of the workers’ vote. This still ranked below the 36 percent enjoyed by the
SPD, but nevertheless the figure was a significant factor in the CDU/CSU’s victory.152 This translated into 26 percent of the CDU/CSU’s ballots coming from
the wor king class, who formed the largest single gr oup suppor ting the CDU/
CSU. The next largest groups were pensioners (19 percent), farmers (17 percent),
and civil ser vants and white collar wor kers (15 per cent).153 One interpretation
of this voting behavior was that the religious loyalty of the Catholic working class
toward the CDU/CSU was greater than class loyalty toward the SPD. Particularly
decisive for the CDU/CSU was its advantage in the female vote—a clear target of
much of its pr opaganda. In the election, 47.2 per cent of women v oted for the
CDU/CSU compar ed to 38.9 per cent of men. Considering that women cast
53.7 percent of the v alid second ballots, this differ ence was significant. 154 With
its relative diversity of support, by 1953 the CDU/CSU was becoming a Volkspartei in a way that the SPD could not.
Although economics does not appear to be as cr ucial a factor as A denauer’s
personality in gaining votes for CDU/CSU, it was nevertheless an important element in many voters’ minds. For example, 46 of 100 CDU/CSU voters cited economic prosperity as either the first, second, or thir d most impor tant reason for
voting for the party. In comparison, 59 percent listed Adenauer’s improvement of
West Germany’s standing in the world and 47 percent cited Adenauer’s leadership
qualities as within the top three reasons for supporting the CDU/CSU.155 In light
of these figures, the strategy of mixing the issue of economic success with geopolitical issues was an effective means of selling the party. The CDU/CSU molded
economics to accentuate both the thr eat of communism and the idea that A denauer and the CDU/CSU represented the legitimacy of the West German state itself. Planned and controlled economics, whose distinctions were regularly blurred
by the CDU/CSU, offered an example of what a socialist alternative would mean.
West Germany’s economic success proved that it constituted the “real” Germany.
Therefore, economic reconstruction not only directly lent support to the CDU/
CSU, but also could be blended with other issues that w ere important in voters’
support of the party. As seen from the variety of its economic propaganda, the CDU/
CSU successfully employed economics as a multidimensional issue that possessed
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the potential to attract voters from across religious, class, and gender divisions. In
this important regard, the CDU/CSU enjo yed a significant adv antage over the
SPD. As a par ty created in the r ubble of Germany’s defeat, the CDU/CSU was
not beholden to a particular class or group of core supporters, as was the SPD to
a large extent, and as a consequence it had the flexibility to position itself in a number of different ways.
Although the CDU/CSU targeted the SPD in most of its attacks, most of the
CDU/CSU gains did not stem fr om losses in SPD v otes. In fact, although the
SPD’s share of the v ote dropped from 29.2 per cent in 1949 to 28.8 per cent in
1953, the party collected a greater total number of votes (6.9 million versus 7.9
million).156 The West German electorate was growing, from 24.5 million in 1949
to 28.5 million in 1953, thr ough young voters coming of age and the flo w of
refugees from the East. The CDU/CSU was outdistancing the SPD in capturing
these new voters. A study of the 1953 election r evealed that v oters might drift
within the Marxist or bourgeois camps, but not betw een them. In other words,
the CDU/CSU’s increase in votes was not necessarily due to former SPD voters,
but instead to voters who had previously voted for bourgeois splinter parties. The
FDP, DP, and Center par ties all declined in 1953, along with sev eral splinter
bourgeois/conservative parties that had met the 5 percent threshold for entering
into Bundestag.157 In this perspective, the CDU/CSU’s propaganda against the
SPD did not win over former SPD voters. Instead, the propaganda won over the
splinter-party v ote b y por traying the CDU/CSU as a par ty str ong enough to
protect West Germany against a Marxist threat at home and abr oad. Therefore,
Die Waage’s ads, which were often criticized by the organization’s contributors because they appear ed in the bourgeois pr ess and would not r each the wor king
class, might hav e had a str onger impact on potential CDU/CSU v oters than if
they had been placed in more working-class oriented media.
Finally, the 1953 election campaign also demonstrated that the CDU/CSU’ s
electoral techniques were in transition. Faced with the imminent thr eat of a socialist victory in the 1953 election, the CDU/CSU built up not only a networ k
of propaganda organizations that allowed the party to promote itself more effectively, but it also consciously made the decision to increasingly center the campaign
upon the party’s self-image as reflected by its leadership and their achievements.
In conjunction with this development, the 1953 election saw the first widespread
use of public opinion polling in election campaigns, ther eby allowing the construction of a par ty image that was pitched mor e carefully at the West German
population. This desire for a br oad-based constituency also was r eflected in the
decreased emphasis upon the antimaterialist conceptions of the party’s economic
policy that had figur ed so pr ominently in the 1949 election. I nstead, the par ty
adapted to larger socioeconomic trends and began to trumpet the more individualist pleasures of consumerism. Clearly, the 1953 election was a transitional step
both in the transformation of the West German political culture and in how the
economic miracle was sold. This transformation emerged fully in what would be
the greatest triumph of Adenauer and CDU/CSU: the 1957 Bundestag election.
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